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Introduction 

From October 3-5. 1996, the government of Canada sponsored "Towards a Global Ban on 
Anti-Personnel Landmines: International Strategy Conference.' This historic conference 

brought together 50 governments that have pledged support for a total ban on anti- 

personnel (AP) mines, as well as 24 observer states, dozens of non-governmental 
organizations from the International Campaign to Ban Landmines (ICBL), various United 
Nations agencies, the International Committee of the Red Cross and other international 

organizations. This report includes some of the most significant elements from the 
Ottawa meeting. 

The Ottawa process is the result of the widespread recognition of the failure of the review 
conference of the Convention on Conventional Weapons (CCW) and its Landmines 
Protocol to adequately address the humanitarian crisis of global landmine contamination. 
A growing partnership of non-governmental organizations making up the ICBL, pro-ban 
governments and other agencies and organizations began to solidify during the review 
conference sessions. During the final session, Canada announced its intention of 
convening a meeting of "like-minded" -- those supporting a ban -- to strategize as to the 
best way to achieve that goal. 

The Ottawa Conference yielded three concrete results: a final declaration agreed to by 
the 50 governments recognizing the urgent need for a ban on AP mines; the conference 
Chairman's Agenda for Action, an outline of actions for reaching a ban rapidly; and the 
bold announcement by Canada's Foreign Minister Axworthy that Canada is prepared to 
hold a treaty-signing conference for a total ban in December 1997. The conference was 
also notable for the unprecedentedly high level of cooperation with and involvement by 
NGOs in both the planning and execution of the conference. 

The momentum has not stopped with the conference. The process begun in Ottawa will 
continue through the next year until December 1997, when pro-ban states will return to 
Ottawa. at the invitation of the Canadian government, to sign a treaty that will ban 
antipersonnel landmines. Between October 1996 and December 1997, the ICBL will 
work in close partnership with Canada and other pro-ban states to continue to build the 

political will that will ensure a successful treaty signing. 

As was announced in Ottawa. Brussels will hold a follow-on conference in June 1997. 
But other states have also announced their support for the process by their willingness to 
convene other meetings to consider treaty language -- both before and after the Brussels 
conference. 
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The ICBL has begun planning for the next critical year. The Campaign will hold a week- 

long series of meetings in Brussels in December 1996 to prepare for the government 
meeting of June and other ICBL actions throughout 1997. In February, the ICBL will 
hold its 4th international landmine conference in Maputo. Mozambique to build 
momentum for the treaty in that most mine-contaminated continent. Campaign 
workshops are also being contemplated for Finland. Russia. India. Pakistan. Asia and 
Latin America. 

The Canadian invitation to return to Ottawa in December of 1997 to sign a treaty banning 
antipersonnel landmines has given the world a timeframe to eliminate this indiscriminate 

weapon. We will all work together over this next critical year to ensure the successful 

completion of that goal. And we will work after the signing to ensure universal 
adherence to that treaty. 
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Towards a Global Ban on Anti-personnel Mines 
International Strategy Conference - Ottawa, October 3-5, 1996 

CONFERENCE AGENDA 

PRE-CONFERENCE - Wednesday, October 2 

1900-2130 Conference Pre- Registration 
Location: Colonel By Lobby, Government Conference Centre 

2 Rideau Street, Ottawa 

DAY ONE - Thursday, October 3 

0730-0845 Registration 
Government Conference Centre 

0900-1000 Conference Opening 
Opening remarks by: 
Canadian Minister of Foreign Affairs Lloyd Axworthy 
UN Under-Secretary General Yasushi Akashi 
Mr. Chris Moon, representing the International Campaign to Ban 
Landmines (ICBL) 
Open Session 
Location: Main Hall, Government Conference Centre 
Chair: Canada. 

1015-1230 Information Exchange I 
This session will allow states to report any significant developments in their national 
AP mine policies 
Open Session 
Location: Main Hall, Government Conference Centre 
Chair: Canada. 

1230-1400 Light lunch available for official 1230-1315 Opening of Public Information 
conference delegates and Exhibits 
observers Opening remarks by: 
Location: Main Lounge, Stephen Lewis, Deputy 
Government Conference Centre Executive Director, UNICEF and 

Canadian singer/songwriter 
Bruce Cockburn 
Open Event 
Location: Rideau Foyer, 
Government Conference Centre 

1400-1500 Chairman's Session 
Discussion of conference work plan 
Closed Session (Conference Delegates and Official Observers only) 
Location: Main Hall, Government Conference Centre 
Chair: Canada 

1500-1530 Coffee Break 



V ONE - Continued - Thursday. October 3 

Global Action I 

First of three sessions devoted 
to government consultations 
Closed Session (Government 
delegations and International 
Agencies only) 
Location: Main Hall, 
Government Conference Centre 
Chair: Canada 

Parliamentarian-NGO Sessions 
Open Sessions 
Location: Sussex Room, 
Government Conference Centre 
Chair: Francis Lebtanc, M.P., 
Parliamentary Secretary to the 
Canadian Minister of Foreign 
Affairs 

A. 1530-1630 Setting the Stage: Anti- 
Personnel Mines and the 
International Community 
Response of the international 
community to the global AP 
mine crisis 

Panel: 1. Mr. Stephen Lewis, Deputy 
Executive Director,UNICEF 

2. Mr. Steve Goose, 
International Campaign to Ban 
Landmines 

3. Senator Peter Bosa, 
Canadian Representative to the 
International Parliamentary 
Union 

1630-1700 Coffee break 
B. 1700-1 830 Strategy Session: NGO- 

Parliamentarian Agenda for 
Action 
Common action for a global ban 

Panel: 1. Senator Patrick Leahy, USA 
2. Mr. Ken Rutherford, 

Landmines Survivors Network 
3. Ernie Regehr, Mines Action 

Canada, Project Ploughshares 
4. Member of the European 

Parliament (TBC) 

000-2300 Mines Awareness and Fund-Raising Concert (optional) 
Featuring Ashley Macissac and other Canadian Musicians 
Presentations to poster contest award winners 
Open to Public 
Location: Ottawa Civic Centre 
Tickets available at door (S26.7E) or at 18OO361-a59E 

AY TWO • Friday, October 4 

Panel Presentation I: "Towards a Global Ban on AP Mines" 
Panel presentation and discussion on international efforts to achieve a global ban 
Panel: 1. Cornetia Sommaruga, President, (CRC 

2. H. E. Ambassador Johan Molander, Sweden 
3. Senator Patrick Leahy, U.S. Senate, United States of America 
4. Mr. Stephen Lewis, Deputy Executive Director, UNICEF 
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DAY TWO - Continued - Friday, October 4 

NGO-Government oartnershio for a ciobal ban' 
Statement by John Ryie, Open Socet'/ Institute 

Open Session 
Location: Main Hall, Government Conference Centre 
Chair: Hon. Christine Stewart, Secretary of State for Latin America and Africa, 
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, Canada 

1030-1100 

1100-1230 

1230-1430 

Coffee Break 

Information Exchange II 
Discussion of regional actions to support a global ban on AR mines. 
Panel: 1. ireland 

2. Philippines 
3. South Africa 
4. Mexico 

Open Session 
Location: Main Hall, Government Conference Centre 
Chair: Germany 

Light lunch available for Conference Delegates and Official Observers. 
Location: Main Lounge, Government Conference Centre 

Global Action II 
Second of three sessions 
devoted to government 
consultations 
Closed Session (Government 
delegations and international 
Agencies only) 
Location: Main Hall, 
Government Conference Centre 
Chair: Canada 

Highlighting academic research 
on the relation of the landmines 
question to broader issues of 
international law, development 
and security 
Don Hubert, Dalhousie 
University 

2. Peter Herby, Legal Division, 
ICRC 

3. Noala Skinner, Kings College, 
Cambridge 

4. Calib Rossiter, Demilitarization 
for Democracy 

5. David Gowdey, author of 
"Hidden Killers 
Open Session 
Location: Sussex Room, 
Government Conference Centre 
Moderator: Perez Morangi 
Nyarnvanga, Povoada Canada- 

Angota 

900-2100 Chairman's Dinner for 
Heads of Delegation 
Location: Department of 
Foreign Affairs, Pearson 
Building, 1 25 Sussex Drive, 
Ottawa, 9th Floor Dining Room. 

0 

1830-2030 Reception for NGO 
Representatives 
Closed - by invitation only 
Location: Chelsea Club 

1430-1730 1430-1 730 NGO!Academic Panel 

Panel: 1. 



)AY THREE - Saturday, October 5 

830-1130 Global Action III 
Final session devoted to 
government consultations 
Location: Main Hail, 
Government Conference Centre 
Closed Session (Government 

0830-1100 NGO Consultations 
'The Way Forward" 
Location: Gatineau Room, 
Third floor, Government 
Conference Centre 

delegations and International 
Agencies only) 
Chair: Canada 

130-1300 

1300-1 500 

1530-1630 

Light lunch available for Conference Delegates and Official Observers. 
Location: Main Lounge, Government Conference Centre 

Panel Presentation Ii: "An Integrated Approach to the AP Mine Challenge" 
Panel presentation and discussion on the development of an integrated approach to 
dealing with the AP mine challenge, which will explore the degree to which a global 
ban and enhanced mine clearance and victim assistance can become mutually 
supportive objectives. 
Panel: 1. Hans Klingenburg, Danish Foreign Ministry 

2. Jerry White, Landmines Survivors Network 
3. Ed Tsui, UN Department of Humanitarian Affairs 
4. Linda Tripp, Mines Action Canada, World Vision Canada 

Open Session 
Location: Main Hall, Government Conference Centre 
Chair: Australia 

Conference Closing 
Open Session 
Location: Main Hall, Government Conference Centre 
Chair: Canada 
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TOWARDS A GLOBAL BAN ON ANTI-PERSONNEL MINES 

International Strategy Conference - Ottawa, October 3-5, 1996 

Confirmed Participants: 48. United States 
49. Uruguay 

1. Angola 50. Zimbabwe 
2. Australia 
3. Austria 
4. Belgium Confirmed Observers: 
5. Bolivia 
6. Bosnia and Herzegovina 1. Albania 
7. Burkina Faso 2. Argentina 
8. Cambodia 3. Armenia 
9. Cameroon 4. Bahamas 
10. Canada 5. Benin 
11. Colombia 6. Bulgaria 
1 2. Croatia 7. Brazil 
13. Denmark 8. Brunel Darussalam 
14. Ethiopia 9. Chile 
15. Finland 10. Cuba 
16. France 11. Czech Republic 
17. Gabon 12. Egypt 
18. Germany 13. Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
19. Greece 14. Holy See - 

20. Guatemala 1 5. india 
21. Guinea 16. Israel 
22. Honduras 17. Malaysia 
23. Hungary 1 8. Morocco 
24. iceland 1 9. Pakistan 
25. Iran, Islamic Republic of 20. Republic of Korea 
26. ireland/European Union 21. Romania 
27. italy 22. Russian Federation 
28. Japan 23. Rwanda 
29. Luxembourg 24. Ukraine 
30. Mexico 
31. Mozambique 
32. Netherlands International Agencies and Other 
33. New Zealand Organizations: 
34. Nicaragua 
35. Norway 1. International Campaign to Ban 
36. Peru Landmines 
37. Philippines 2. United Nations -DHA 
38. Poland 3. United Nations - UNICEF 
39. Portugal 4. United Nations - UNHCR 
40. Slovakia 5. International Committee of the Red 
41. Siovenia Cross 
42. South Africa 6. European Parliament 
43. Spain 7. International Federation of Red 
44. Sweden Cross and Red Crescent SocieUes 
45. Switzerland Societies 
46. Trinidad and Tobago 8. Mines Action Canada 
47. United Kingdom 
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Distinguished guests and delegates: 

I am pleased and honoured to welcome you to Canada and to this 
strategy session, which is designed to catalyse global action to ban 
anti-personnel mines. I am particularly glad to see so many 
participants from countries most affected by anti-personnel mines — 
those who are most keenly aware of the horrors they inflict. 

Here in Canada, it is all too easy to slip into thinking that mines 
do not really affect us, that they are a distant problem. Yet only 
three months ago I was speaking to the mother of Christopher 
Holopina, a young Sapper in the Canadian Forces who was killed in 
Bosnia when his vehicle ran over a land mine. We cannot bring back 
those, like Christopher Holopina, who have died, but we can work to 
build a fitting monument to their memory, by taking action on a 
global ban. 

We should recognize that much of the impetus for a ban has come from 
those, be they victims, NGOs [non-governmental organizations], or 
international agencies, working in the field. In North America, it 
has come from people such as Brian 1sf eld, who is now working with 
the Landmine Survivors Network to raise public awareness in Canada 
about anti-personnel mines, after his son Mark — a member of the 
Canadian Military Engineers — was killed by a land mine in Croatia. 
We owe an incredible debt of gratitude to millions of people around 
the world and, in particular, the International Campaign to Ban Land 
Mines, the ICRC [International Committee of the Red Cross] and UN 
agencies. They spoke so articulately, convincingly and relentlessly 
that, today, there are more than 70 countries committed to a ban. 

It is clear to me that the passionate commitment of this community of 
organizations and individuals was instrumental in creating a momentum 
behind this issue that has few parallels in the history of 
international security and disarmament. I believe that we are seeing 
the emergence of a new mode of international co-operation, in which 
citizens, non-governmental groups, international agencies and 
national governments join together in a genuine partnership that 
makes things happen. Just three weeks ago in Ottawa I attended the 
opening of the Arctic Council, a unique new international body, in 
which indigenous groups work in full partnership with governments on 
the protection and sustainable development of a region that they, as 
residents, know better than anyone else. In the same way, this 
meeting will, I hope, demonstrate the synergy that arises from the 
democratization of international co-operation. 

Why Land Mines, Why a Ban? 

Today, we are here to take the first steps coward a global ban on 
anti-personnel mines. The reasons why are well known to you all. 

In 70 countries around the world, more than 100 million land mines 
continue to fight battles that ended months, years and in some cases 
many decades ago. Some estimate that anti-personnel mines kill or 
injure 500 people per week, 90 per cent of them civilians, too many 
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of them children. Around the world, over a quarter of a million 
people now live with the emotional and physical scars caused by land 
mines. 

But mines do much more than kill and injure thousands of innocent 
people each year. They..terror.ize.and impoierish.entire communities, 
they burden developing countries with the special and costly needs of 
victim assistance, and they fuel the flames of conflict as 
communities are forced to re-experience the horrors of war one victim 
at a time. 

Unfortunately, the incredible courage and personal sacrifices of 
those working to assist victims or clear mines is often overshadowed 
by the burden of knowledge that the international community is losing 
the struggle against anti-personnel mines. 

While we may clear as many as 100 000 land mines per year, another 
two to five million new land mines will be deployed. While we spend 
millions a year on land mine victims, there are some 70 new victims 
every day. 

Developieuts at the UN 

Despite these grim statistics, we should not lose hope. Last week in 
New York at the UN, I hosted and attended some of the most 
encouraging meetings that I ever been to as Foreign Minister. Above 
all, I was delighted to see how many countries have newly joined 
those working on the steps to be taken towards a total ban. 

In the General Assembly, speaker after speaker took the podium to 
commit themselves to a global ban. The United States will be leading 
our efforts to present a strong resolution to the UN General 
Assembly, calling for such a ban; our main purpose in meeting here 
today is to provide all the support we can to its efforts. We want 
to ensure that our resolution has an overwhelming list of co- 
sponsors, to demonstrate that the ban is real and that it is 
imminent. 

At the same time, I met with many colleagues individually and 
collectively to discuss how we could move forward together to promote 
a ban, to help victims, and to clear mines. With my Japanese 
colleague I discussed ways of co-ordinating our efforts on de-mining. 
From Germany's Klaus Kinkel i heard interesting ideas on sponsoring 
co-operation between our industries to improve de-mining technology. 
South Africa ut forward 'sefu1, practical proposals for etting rid 
of the anv land cines its region. : expect ta: we wi hear 
more about these ideas and proposals in the coming days. 

- 

In all my discussions, it was clear that there is an unprecedented 
welling-up of enthusiasm and commitment. I believe that there is now 
the political will in the international community necessary to take 
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collective action to end the scourge of anti—personnel mines. The 
proof of this commitment is your presence here. 

Challenges Ahead 

I believe the internat.ional .coznrnunity±aces.twosets of challenges: 
• The first is to reduce the use of anti-personnel mines while we 

work — quickly — to secure a global ban on anti-personnel mines. 
• The second is to deal with the destructive legacy of land mines: 

this means identifying the resources to clear anti-personnel 
mines and provide care for land mine victims. 

Both sets of challenges require urgent attention. 

The tIN, NGOs and groups of mines experts have been increasingly 
involved in de-mining efforts in recent years, often at high personal 
risk. Canada is proud of the role that our own armed forces and NGOs 
have played in de-mining efforts in many parts of the world. We 
salute the brave work of the men and women of all nations involved in 
this dangerous task. 

In this context, I am very pleased to announce today that Canada will 
be making additional contributions of some $2 million to advance the 
work of de-mining in different parts of the world. My Cabinet 
colleague Pierre Pettigrew will outline for you this afternoon how 
this money will put to work. 

I am also pleased to announce that we will be sponsoring a Canadian 
seminar on de-mining technology and assistance to victims in Winnipeg 
in early February. The seminar will focus on enhancing Canadian 
capacity in both areas and will be targeted to Canadian NGOs and the 
Canadian private sector. And as of next year, Canada's Pearson 
International Peacekeeping Training Centre will be incorporating a 
land mine awareness module into all its courses. 

Our task now is to follow up on the Copenhagen Conference on de- 
mining. I look forward to the report on the Conference which will be 
presented during our meeting, and I know that others here have 
concrete proposals about where we go next. As part of this 
discussion, I propose that we consider the possibility of setting up 
a working group of technical experts to focus on developing cheaper 
and less dangerous means of de-mining. 

My conversations with colleagues from affected states and donor 
countries lead me to believe that these are areas where we can 
develop partnerships with other states, with NGOs and with the 
private sector, particularly in terms of assistance to victims. 

I am also convinced that if we can make real progress on the ban 
agenda — the political agenda — it will have a direct and positive 
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effect on efforts to deal with human agenda — clearance and victim 
assistance. That is why the purpose of this meeting is to galvanize 
and catalyse international action to negotiate a global ban on anti- 
personnel mines. 

I hope that the nternational commUnity.. will.move with deliberate 
speed and a clear sense of purpose to these negotiations. Canada is 
not prepared to see process road-block thrown in the way of 
launching and quickly concluding a convention banning land mines. 
The signs are positive. A broad-based group of like-minded 
countries, NGOs and international agencies have already taken the 
decision to act: whether through national policy restrictions on use 
or concerted campaigns to build public awareness and provoke 
international action. 

At the beginning of this year, when Canada announced its moratorium 
on use, production and export, we were in a group of less than 10 
countries with such restrictions. Since then, dozens of countries 
have made changes in national policy: some key producers — such as 
Italy and Brazil — have stopped producing; many countries have 
stopped exporting mines; land-mine-affected states have committed 
themselves to a ban; and many important countries have placed 
restrictions on use. Yesterday, my colleague the Minister of Defence 
announced that Canada will be cutting its inventory of land mines by 
two-thirds, effective immediately. 

I would suggest that the trend is pretty clear. Can we sustain and 
build this momentum? I believe we can. I believe we are firmly on 
our way to a ban, given the overwhelming support of the international 
community and the convergence we are seeing in the aims and efforts 
of states, regional organizations, the United Nations, 
parliamentarians and NGOs around the world. 

Conclusion 

The convergence of efforts of every individual and every group here 
today forms part of that momentum that will bring us to a global ban. 
But I would like, if I may, to close by reaching out to one group in 
particular, to the young people among us and outside these walls. 

A ban on land mines is a promise of a more secure future; as such, it 
is an issue of direct concern to all young people. Moreover, by 
adopting this issue as theirs, young people will bring to bear their 
special capacity to move the process forward, to change the 
international agenda. As the Italian philosopher Calvadossi said, 
"There is nothing more difficult to take ii hand, tore perilous to 
conduct, or more uncertain in its success than to take the lead in 
the introduction of a new order of things." It is young people who 
have the strength, the hope and the vision of the future to bring 
about a new order, one in which land mines are no more than a grim 
and distant memory. 

Thank you. 



Statement by Mr. Yasushi Akashi. Under-Secretary-General for 

Humanitarian Affairs, on behalf of the Secretary-General, at the 

International Strategy Conference on Land Mines, Ottawa, 3-5 October 1996 

Mr. Minister, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

It is an honour for me to represent the Secretary-General of the United 

Nations, Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali, at this International Strategy Conference on 

Land Mines. I should also like, as head of the L)epartment for Humanitarian 

Affairs, to express my deep appreciation to the Government of Canada for its 

initiative in convening this Conference. I am confident that this occasion will 

provide an important impetus to the global endeavour aimed at putting an end to 

the scourge of land mines. 

The use of land mines against civilians, humanitarian workers, and peace- 

keepers is indefensible. It is an affront to the human conscience. Countless 

millions of land mines pollute roads, fields and communities, and act as a brake on 

the efforts of people struggling to rebuild their lives after years of conflict. 

Because of these mines, thousands of innocent civilians vill continue to be 

brutally injured and suffer horrific mutilation. Many will die. Vast spaces of 

arable land will lay t'allow. Whole regions will remain uninhabitable. In many 

cases, there will be no genuine peace at the end of years of conflict. 
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Since the Paris Peace Accords ended the war in Cambodia in 1991. the 

international community, with the active participation of Canadian personnel and 

others, has been systematically engaged in mine clearance in that country. 

Nonetheless, at present rates of clearance. it will take 130 more years to free 

Cambodia from the scourge of land mines. And-Cambodia is far from alone. 

Mozambique, Afghanistan, Angola. Laos, the former Yugoslavia are all suffering 

from the land mines plague. As many as 70 countries are infected. We cannot - 

we must not - allow this plague to continue. 

The Government of Canada is to be commended for its timely action to 

bring together so many representatives from governments, non-governmental 

organizations and international bodies to consolidate efforts in support of a global 

ban on the production, use and export of land mines. 

As you know, during the past several years, the Secretary-General has 

devoted considerable efforts to persuade world leaders to agree to a total ban on 

all land mines. He is encouraged by the fact that the number of States which 

support a global ban on anti-personnel land mines has significantly increased since 

the Review Conference of the States Parties to the Convention on Certain 

Conventional Weapons concluded its work last May. It is also heartening to note 

that the number of States having adopted unilateral bans on the transfer or use of 

such mines continues to grow. 
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Those of you who followed the opening of the fifty-first session of the 

General Assembly last week will have been very encouraged by the number of 

countries that chose to use that forum to announce their support for the total 

elimination of these terrible weapons. The Minister for Foreign Affairs of Brazil, 

who was the first speaker in the general debate at The United Nations General 

Assembly, announced his Governments decision to declare a moratorium on the 

export of land mines and called for all countries that export land mines to join 

Brazil in this decision. The following day, President Clinton went much further, 

with his announcement that the United States will support a global ban on anti- 

personnel land mines. 

These two examples. together with many others, demonstrate that there is 

progress - considerable progress - but we must keep up the pressure and maintain 

our efforts until every government has agreed to a total and unequivocal ban on 

land mines. 

The agreement on Protocol II of the CCW Convention, as amended on 3 

May 1996, has set a new precedent for international and humanitarian arms- 

control law. Although this agreement fell short of my own expectations and that 

of the international public, significant progress has been made in a number of 

areas. The scope of application of the Convention has been extended to cover 

internal conflicts. For the first time, the provision bans the transfer of all non- 

detectable anti-personnel land mines. .\nd. of particular importance for many of 

you here today, the provisions governing the protection of peace and humanitarian 

missions have been strengthened. 
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The amended Protocol also stipulates that annual conferences of the States 

Parties will be held to deal with the implementation of the amended Protocol. I 

sincerely hope that those conferences will sustain the impetus garnered here today, 

and will attract the public and political support of States for the search for a lasting 

solution to the problem of anti-personnel land mines - for their complete ban. The 

Secretary-General and I are fully committed to these efforts. 

In his capacity as depository of the Convention on Prohibitions or 

Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional Weapons Which May Be Deemed 

to Be Excessively Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects", the Secretary- 

General transmitted the amended Protocol II to all States. Early acceptance and 

entry into force, as well as universal adherence to and full compliance with the 

provisions of the amended Protocol, are essential for its implementation. We urge 

all parties to undertake the necessary measures so that the amended Protocol will 

enter into force as soon as possible. 

While we continue to pursue a total ban on land mines, the United Nations 

will simultaneously strengthen its capacity and efforts to address the problems of 

the millions of mines that are already in place. This is a very costly and dangerous 

operation, and I would like to take this opportunity to personally thank all those 

who daily risk their lives helping remove these weapons often under the most 

difficult of circumstances. 
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I would also like to thank those governments that have provided support to 

the de-mining activities of the United Nations. and to urge the governments 

gathered here to lead the way in the provision of future support. 

The purpose of this Conference is to move t.he international community 

toward a global ban on land mines. Other priorities of the international 

community include assistance to the victims of land mines, and mine-clearance 

activities. A recent conference in Denmark focussed on the need to develop 

international standards and to improve technology for mine clearance. All of 

these activities will have to be effectively managed in order to ensure a coherent 

and efficient international campaign to rid the world of these cowardly weapons 

once and for all. To assist with this coordinated approach, the U.N. Department of 

Humanitarian Affairs, as the focal point within the United Nations system for all 

matters related to land mines, is ready to play its full part and is committed to the 

success of its mission. 

There are an estimated 110 million mines buried in the ground in more than 

70 countries around the world. These mines are waiting to kill and maim innocent 

children and will continue to kill and maim for many decades to come. This must 

be stopped! It is within our reach to convince those countries who allow the 

production, stockpiling, marketing and use of land mines to stop doing so. 

Your conference is an important contribution to this endeavor. I wish you 

all vell in your deliberations over the course of the next few days. 
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International Campaign to Ban Landmines 
Presentation to the Opening Session 
of the Ottawa Conference 
3 October 1996 

by Chris Moon 

Mr. Foreign Minister, distinguished delegates and participants. 

It is an honor to speak at the beginning of this historic undertaking. I am 

speaking on behalf of the International Campaign to Ban Landmines, a coalition 
of more than 650 non-governmental organizations in more than three dozen 
nations. dedicated to the elimination of antipersonnel landmines. Since 1992 
we have called for no production. export, stockpiling or use of antipersonnel 
mines, as well as for greatly increased resources for humanitarian mine 

clearance, mine awareness, and victim assistance programs. 

Many countries have taken impressive steps unilaterally -- critical elements in 
the movement toward a ban. But the Campaign believes that this first pro-ban 
conference is the most important step so far in the effort to rid the world of 
this inherently indiscriminate weapon that kills or maims a man, woman or 
child every twenty minutes. Eighteen months ago, whilst supervising a 
demining project in Mozambique, I lost my lower right leg and right hand to a 

mine buried below detector range. I do not consider myself to be a victim 
because I chose to clear mines. People in the mine-affected countries have no 
choice and there others here who did not chose to encounter landmines in 

Afghanistan, Cambodia. Somalia or Israel, but have suffered because they did. 

No one should doubt that there has been a sea-change in the international 
attitude toward controlling and eliminating antipersonnel landrnines. Delegates 
to this conference hardly need reminding that it was just one year ago when the 
Vienna CCW Review Conference deadlocked. Some might have considered 
it a lowpoint in the ban movement; but it was, in part. the international focus 
on the CCW review which helped result in the truly stunning momentum of the 
movement to ban antipersonnel mines. The impressive number of governments 
here in Ottawa today -- almost as many as participated in the CCW review -- 

is a sure indicator of the new reality: a comprehensive international ban can no 

longer ban be considered utopian. It is clearly an attainable goal. There will be 
a ban, it is only a question of when. 

The success of this meeting could well determine whether we achieve a ban in 
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the near ten-n — by the year 2000 or even sooner — or whether it is accomplished 
in the long run. one or two or three decades from now. The next year or two 
are a crucial period which will determine if the iandmine crisis will be treated 
as a humanitarian and socio-economic crisis deserving of highest priority or 
whether it will be relegated to the diplomatic and disarmament dust bin, just 
another one of the dozens of urgent issues facing us all. The actions of the 

people gathered here, and those they represent. will make the difference. 

Foreign Minister Axworthy, I would like to express the deep appreciation and 
admiration of the International Campaign to Ban Landmines for the leadership 
that Canada has shown, and for your personal commitment on this issue. The 

steps that Canada has taken at the national and regional levels, and now 

internationally by convening this meeting, have served as concrete examples to 
other governments. 

We also very much appreciate the recognition that you and the Canadian 

government have given to NGOs and the International Campaign to Ban 
Landmines for the role we have played on landmines. We fully realize that 
Canada is breaking new ground with this conference in permitting NGOs to 
participate in a very substantive fashion. While we believe this can serve as a 
model on other issues, it is particular appropriate here because we are 
convinced that a ban is likely to be achieved most rapidly and effectively 
through greatly increased cooperation and coordination among governments. 
NGOs, international organizations, and U.N. agencies. History should 
remember this meeting as the point at which NGOs and a large number of 
governments began working together seriously to achieve a common aim. 

It is worth noting that the NGOs who have formed of the International 

Campaign to Ban Landmines. along with the ICRC, were responsible for 
bringing this issue to international prominence and the attention of governments 
and the public. Indeed, the roots of this very meeting can be traced directly to 
NGOs and to the International Campaign. In Vienna in October 1995, at the 
CCW Review Conference, the Campaign highlighted the formation of an 
identifiable and committed group of pro-ban governments as a top priority. At 
the time, we counted only 14 such governments. In January 1996 the ICBL 
convened the first meeting of pro-ban states. attended by 8 governments, on the 
final day of the Geneva CCW "technical" meeting Two more meetings of 
pro-ban states were held during the final CCW session in Geneva in April and 

May 1996. the first sponsored by the Quaker Geneva office and the ICBL. the 
second by the Canadian government and the !CBL. ougfflv iô governments 
attended each of those meetings and it was during those meetings that Canada 
expressed its intention to host this meeting. 

By the end of the CCW Review Conference. we counted 39 pro-ban 
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governments, including ten that declared their support during that final 2-week 
session. I think that both the Campaign and the Canadian government have 
been surprised and pleased by the response to this conference. Nearly 20 
nations that had not previously committed support for an immediate and 
comprehensive ban are attending here as full participants. 

Mr. Foreign Minister, distinguished delegates, the International Campaign is 

hopeful that a strong final declaration will be agreed to here, but even more 

hopeful that a concrete plan of action will emerge to get us rapidly to a ban. 
The International Campaign calls on this conference to challenge the 
international community to achieve the goal of no production, trade or use of 
antipersonnel mines by the year 2000. The International Campaign calls for a 
partnership of states that have already taken meaningful unilateral steps and 
will work with the ICBL, ICRC and UN agencies to fulfill the action plan 
leading to a total ban. Finally, the International Campaign calls on all 

governments participating in this meeting, who have not yet done so, to take 
national steps to ban all antipersonnel mine exports, effective immediately; to 
ban antipersonnel mine production and use; and to begin destruction of 
stockpiles with the goal of completion by the year 2000. 

Foreign Minister Axworthy, the world is calling for a ban. The International 

Campaign to Ban Landmines presented to the CCW review conference the 

signatures of millions of people from dozens of countries calling for ban. The 
International Campaign and the United Nations have continued to gather 
signatures as citizens are demanding the elimination of this weapon with ever- 

increasing urgency. On behalf of Ambassador Akashi from the UN; of Usman 

Fitrat, Jerry White and Ken Rutherford of the Landmine Survivors Network 
and Brian and Carol Isfeld., whose son Mark died while demining in Bosnia we 
would like to present to you, for this conference, these 2.6 million signatures. 

Thank you. 
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'The international Campaign to Ban Landmines 
Call for Action on Anti-Personnel (AP) Mines 

While there has been tremendous movement toward a ban, as evidenced by the 

convening here in Ottawa of like-minded states, the International Campaign to Ban 
Landmines (ICBL). United Nations agencies, pro-ban Parliamentarians and the 
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC'). the continued development of 
the ban movement requires concrete steps. Thus, the ICBL would propose the 

following: 

A global ban on AP mines will be achieved most rapidly through increased 

cooperation and coordination within the international community. The 
International Campaign calls for an international partnership to cany out an action 
plan to achieve a total ban. This partnership should include states that have 
already taken meaningful unilateral steps to ban mines and would work closely 
with the ICBL, ICRC and UN agencies to flulfihl the action plan. 

The achievement of a ban will require action globally, regionally and nationally 

by governments, the ICBL. the ICRC and UN agencies to ensure the continued 

building of public awareness to galvanize the political will necessary to 

accomplish the rapid completion of a ban treaty. 

Internalional lu 

CAMPAIGND 1I 

Human RiEhts Watch 

International steps could include: aSlUflgtOfl, DC. 1S.4. 

1. Laying the groundwork for a new legally-binding international treaty 

banning AP mines through free-standing negotiations outside the UN 

framework. 

2. Expanding the number of governments making a political commitment of 
support for an urgent. comprehensive AP mine ban. 

3. Ensuring passage of' a strong UN General Assembly resolution in 1996. 

building on previous resolutions calling for export moratoriums, that calls for 
bans, or at a minimum. moratoria on production and use, as well as export. 

4. Establishing an international register ri iandmines i oruer prornoze 

transparency on AP mine production. export. and stockpiling. 

5. Increasing funding, particularly from international financial institutions. for 
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mine clearance, mine awareness, and victim assistance programs. emphasizing 
the critical link between such programming and comprehensive post-conflict 
development programs in any mine-affected countr and the critical link 
between a ban on APMs and the ultimate ability to create a truly mine-free 
world. 

Regional Action could include: 

I. Promoting regional approaches to the AP mine ban: building on the recent 
decision by Central American presidents to ban use, production and trade or 

APMs, encourage other regions to follow suit and establish more 

mine-free-zones, in which all governments of a region would commit to no 

production, stockpiling, trade or use of AP mines. 

2. Encouraging increased funding for mine clearance and victim assistance to 

those regions which have declared themselves "mine-free zones." 

National Action could include: 

1. Encouraging governments that have expressed support for an AP ban, but 
have not yet done so, to take concrete domestic steps to ban APMs. including: 
the adoption of national bans on production, export, and use of APMs; 
destruction of AP mine stockpiles by the year 2000; make public detailed 
information on past and current APM stockpiles, production and trade. 

2. Encouraging ratification of the revised Convention on Conventional Weapons 
with the reservation by ratifying states that they are doing so with a mind to 

encourage an international treaty completely banning APMs. 

3. Public awareness activities (petition campaigns. awareness days, ads in 

printltv/radio, documentaries) by NGOs, UN, 1CRC. governments. 

4. Increased research, analysis, and dialogue on the issue of the military necessity 
of Iandmines increased dialogue would include ongoing meetings between military 
and the JCBL, ICRC, UN agencies as well as encouraging debate within military 
alliances: such as NATO. 

5. increased research on government and private manufacture. stockpiling and 

transfer of APMs and increased focus on convincing private manufacturers of 
APMs and APM components to get out of the business. 
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ICBL Comments to the Chairman's Session Ottawa Conference 
3 October 1996 

delivered by Jody Williams. VVAF 
Coordinator. ICBL 

Mister Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to address the conference again on 
behalf of the International Campaign to Ban Landmines. I wanted to take a few moments 
to give our view of what is necessary to achieve a ban on antipersonnel landmines. We 
have distributed a Campaign action plan so I will not take the time to read it to you here. 
I will only take a few moments to stress the most critical elements to achieving a ban. 

There has been tremendous movement toward a ban in the past four years. When we 
started the International Campaign to Ban Landmines nothing was happening on the 
issue. That we are all here today in Ottawa is evidence of the continuing movement 
toward a ban of AP mines. 

Reaching a ban requires leadership. Leadership is the result of focussing on a goal and 
not looking down at the obstacles to reaching that goal. Canada has shown visionary 
leadership in convening this conference. In taking the initiative to move quickly beyond 
the CCW and strategize here to build momentum for a ban. 

We also appreciate the willingness of the Canadian government to work so closely with 
the ICBL and Mines Action Canada. We appreciate the fact that so many countries have 
included NGO representatives on their delegations to this conference. 

We have moved as quickly as we have toward a ban because the ICBL, the ICRC, UN 

agencies and governments have pushed to make change happen. We applaud the 

willingness of Belgium to convene a follow-on conference that will demonstrably 
contribute to the movement toward a ban and Norway's expressed desire to actively 
contribute to the ban process and host a third pro-ban meeting. 

Between now and the time of the conference in Belgium. countries must convert their 
words to action at the national, regional and international level. We echo the words of the 
delegate from Norway that states must put their policy into practice. 

It is no longer enough to have moratoria on use, production and trade. It is no longer 
enough to call for suspensions of use except when you want to use them. You can no 

longer play both sides of the coin. For the Campaign, putting policy into action means 
national bans. Not moratoria. not half measures. no exclusions, no exceptions. 

We will work regionally to encourage the continued establishment of mine-free zones. 
When such a zone has been established, we will work hard to encourage increased 

funding for clearance and victim assistance for those regions which have become mine- 
free zones. 



I would also like to conunent on the issue of an appropriate forum to negotiate a ban. We 
have heard governments here say that we cannot move forward until everyone is at the 
table. The Campaign does not believe that the world must or should wait for everyone to 

agree before moving forward. 

We are not encouraged to hear the suggestion that the CD is the appropriate forum for 
negotiations. It is a closed club. It is an exclusive club. It only has 53 members. There 
are many other reasons to argue against the CD and r will not elaborate them now. But I 
will point out the two fundamental reasons that this Campaign is advocating free- 

standing negotiations outside the UN framework: 

1. The global landmine crisis is a humanitarian issue not a security issue. Because it is a 
humanitarian issue and not a security issue, a ban treaty should not be negotiated within 
an arms control framework like the CD. 

2. The world is calling for the urgent completion of a ban treaty. In proposing the CD, 
governments are using the example of the successful completion of negotiations of a 
chemical weapons treaty in that forum. It is important to point out that those negotiations 
took decades. Decades is not exactly an urgent timeframe. 

I would like to conclude by noting again that achieving a ban requires visionary 
leadership -- like the leadership shown by Canada in convening this conference. We 
would hope that Canada will continue its leadership. We will be thrilled to continue to 
work in partnership with the Canadian government and with those governments that have 
taken meaningful steps toward change. And we will press governments that have not 
done so to do so. This Campaign is a voice for the victims and we will do what we can to 
ensure the urgent completion of a ban. 

Thank you. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
October 4, 1996 

Contact: Jerry White or Barbara Avotte 
(613') 990-6761 or ói3) 991-2885 

NGOS DEMAND BAN ON LANDMINES BY THE YEAR 2000 

OTTAWA- At the opening of a historic conference, Canada was 

applauded for its decision to convene the first meeting of pro-ban 
states. "For momentum to continue. however, concrete poiiticai action 
at all levels--national. regional. and international--is critical for 
achieving this global ban, ' said Jody Williams. coordinator of the 
International Campaign to Ban Landmines. 

"There is tremendous movement to achieve a ban. This conference 
signifies that.' said Williams. "We will continue to work with those 
countries who have taken meaningful steps and will continue to push 
those who have not." 

The International Campaign presented delegates with an action plan 
outlining steps to achieve the ban by the year 2000. "The International 

Campaign calls on this conference to challenge the international 

community to achieve the goal o no production, trade, or use oi 
antipersonnel mines by the year 2000," said Chris Moon, a British 
mine clearance expert who lost his lower right leg and right hand to a 
landmine in Mozambique in 1995. 

The International Campaign maintains that free-standing negotiations 
outside the United Nations should be the framework for dealing with 
landmines. It is critical the landmines issue be treated as one of 
humanitarian and socio-economic crisis and not one of disarmament. 
"We are here as a voice for those who live with the horror of 
Iandmines every day." said Williams. 

Impetus for a ban is growing and will only move forward with 
increased coordination between countries and organizations. 

The International Campaign to Ban Landmines is a coalition of more 
than O50 non governmental organizations in over 40 countries. The 
international campaign calls tbr an international ban on the use. 
production, stockpiling, and transfer of antipersonnel landmines and for 
increased resources for victim assistance and mine clearance. 
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U.S. SENATOR PATRICK LEAHY 
VERMONT 

SENATOR PATRICK LEAHY 
"TOWARDS A GLOBAL BAN ON 

ANfl-PERSONINEL MINES" 
OTFAWA 

OCTOBER 4, 1996 

Good morning. I would like to say a few words about two of my distinguished 
colleages on this panel. Mr. Sommaruga and Ambassador Molander. 

I began my own crusade against landmines seven years ago when I saw what 
mines were doing to children in Central America and Africa. I visited prosthetics 
clinics supported by the Leahy War Victims Fund in those places, and everywhere 
I went the International Committee of the Red Cross was already there. 

And when I introduced my legislation to stop exports of anti-personnel mines 
from the United States, and then to stop their use, I turned to the ICRC for the 
facts and the legal arguments, to win the support of a majority in Congress. 

Many people have contributed to this effort, which has grown remarkably in the 
past few years, but the ICRC has been the guiding light for all of us. The ICRC 
was there aiding mine victims before anyone else was paying attention, and Mr. 
Sommaruga has been a powerful voice for a global ban. 

Ambassador Molander agreed to chair the CCW review conference even though 
he was already convinced that only a global ban would solve this problem. And 
he knew that the CCW review conference would not achieve what was in fact 
impossible at that time and in that forum. 

So 1 want to applaud Ambassador Molander for accepting the challenge. 

I know some of you were there and saw how hard it was to get consensus on 
anything. Some of the changes were far-reaching, like expanding the scope of the 
Protocol. Others, I am afraid, will have little effect. One — narrowing the 
definition of anti-personnel mine, troubles inc a great deal. 

But the reality is that without the CCW conference I doubt we would be here 
today. In large measure, I credit Ambassador Molander with making this Ottawa 
conference possible, because he has tirelessly pressed for stronger action. 
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I was unable to attend the CCW negotiations, so I am very pleased to be here. 
The Canadian Government deserves our gratitude for its leadership in seizing the 
opportunity presented by the growing list of countries — 41 at last count, that 
have declared support for an immediate, total ban. 

We are starting a new phase in what is admittedly a great challenge — ridding the 
world of one of the most insidious weapons ever used. 

For the past four years, we have accomplished a great deal by educating the 
public, and their leaders, about the effects of IaLndmines. 

We have emphasized their inherently indiscriminate nature, and discredited the 
argument made by some members of the military that it is people who use 
landmines irresponsibly that are to blame, not the mines themselves. Both are to 
blame. 

We have documented the outrageous human toll, in people maimed and killed per 
minute, per day, per month, per year. We have all seen the pictures of mutilated 
children who innocently picked up a shiny object only to lose their arms, their 
face, or their lives. 

We have described the horrendous costs to whole societies, in human and 
economic terms. 

Our Secretary of State, among others, has called the scourge of laudmines "mass 
destruction in slow motion," and the State Department has said that landmines 
"may be the most toxic and widespread pollution facing mankind." 

Virtually every major newspaper from New York to Tokyo, CNN and the major 
television networks, have reported extensively on the problem. 

The public has listened. Everywhere I go people talk about a landmine ban. 
Whenever President Clinton sees me coming and before I can get a word out, he 
says "I know Pat, Iandmines." At the United Nations last week, he renewed his 
appeal for the urgent negotiation of a worldwide ban. 

Every member of the United Nations General Assembly is on record supporting 
the "eventual elimination" of anti-personnel mines. There has been great 
progress towards stopping exports of these weapons, with the notable exception of 
China, and many Western governments have taken steps to halt production and 
use and destroy their stockpiles. . 
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This is remarkable progress, but it has taken place without a plan of action for 
achieving a global ban. That, of course, is why we are here, and the Canadian 
government deserves great credit and our thanks for the leadership it has shown 
in seizing the initiative and hosting this conference. 

As we begin this new phase, we should keep two points in mind: 

— The first is that the world is not yet ready for an international ban on 
anti-personnel mines. We saw that in Geneva, and we saw it when President 
Clinton said that the United States will not end its use of anti-personnel mines 
until there is an international ban. 

— The second is that an international ban is achievable, and probably in 
less time than any of us would have thought. Out of 187 nations, only a handful 
oppose it. 

It is no secret that I was disappointed that President Clinton did not renounce 
U.S. use of anti-personnel mines, as many of our allies have done. I believe that, 
with the possible exception of the Korea DMZ — a unique situation where we 
need to act in unison with our South Korean allies, the United States, the world's 
strongest military power, could responsibly end its use of these weapons 
immediately. Doing so would give a tremendous boost to the effort for a global 
ban. 

I am not alone in thinking so. 15 of my country's most distinguished retired 
military officers, including our former commanders in Korea, Vietnam, NATO 
and the Persian Gulf, agree with me. 

Despite that, I take seriously the President's commitment to negotiate an 
international ban, with a view to completing the negotiations "as soon as 
possible." 

There has already been considerable debate over the forum for those negotiations. 
There is disagreement within my own government. Some favor the U.N. 
Conference on Disarmament; some favor the CCW; others a newly established 
forum outside the U.N. system. I know the European states are also divided on 
this. 

The importance of this question cannot be overstated. The composition of the 
forum, rules of procedure, and the nature of the agreement to be negotiated will 
affect the pace and success of our efforts in the future. 
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I recognize the arguments in favor of the CD — it is already established and has 
its own budget. All major powers are members. It served us well in the recent 
negotiations on a nuclear test ban. 

I also recognize the arguments in favor of the CCW, which is the only forum 
where this problem can be debated by all countries. But I am convinced that 
those arguments are outweighed by the problenis the CD and CCW would pose to 
early progress in negotiating a global ban on anti-personnel mines. 

Several major powers have made clear that they oppose a total ban, and any one 
of them can block consensus indefinitely. We saw that happen with the chemical 
weapons treaty, and we saw how it prevented the adoption of modest proposals at 
the CCW review conference. 

Ultimately, an international ban will need to include those countries. But the 
question is how best to get there? Do we permit a few to prevent progress from 
the outset, or do we pursue a course that seizes the momentum we have to get an 
early agreement among like-minded states, and then try to bring the outsiders in? 

I strongly favor the latter course, and see no reason why the 50-plus nations 
represented here could not begin this process immediately. I am convinced that 
in a short time, that number would double and then triple. 

So while I strongly support President Clinton's appeal for these negotiations, we 
cannot afford to lose momentum. 

As it was pointed out yesterday, non-governmental organizations — the Red Cross, 
Vietnam Veterans, Mines Action Canada — and parliamentarians, have led this 
effort. Until the Congress passed my amendment to halt U.S. exports, 
governments ignored this problem. Since then, we have seen how the armed 
forces have resisted our efforts. 

Getting to a ban is a matter of political will, and our success is largely due to our 
ability to be a voice for the public's revulsion towards these weapons. 

We have seen that unilateral action is absolutely key. It has been the driving 
force in this effort. 

Today, four years after President Bush signed my export moratorium into law, 46 
governments have stopped exports. We have, in effect, a de facto export ban. 
One of our goals in this next phase should be to make those moratoria 
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permanent. Every nation representated here should do this without delay. 

Another major focus should be to stop making the problem worse by producing 
more mines. There is no justification for adding to the incalculable misery these 
weapons already cause. 

With tens of millions in stockpiles already and every nation on record in favor of 
their eventual elimination, we should put the mine companies out of production, 
forever. Every nation here should do this. 

Regional initiatives in support of these goals would also be important, as we have 
done in adopting a Western JElemisphere mine-free zone. Africa should be next. 
Imagine a mine-free Africa, a continent where today whole countries have been 
turned into death traps from millions of landmines. 

I want to mention two other initiatives. 

Seven years ago I established the Leahy War Victims Fund, a $5 million fund in 
the U.S. foreign aid budget. It has provided artificial limbs for mine victims from 
Central America to Vietnam. But far more is needed. 

This is a worldwide scourge and we need an "International Mine Victims Fund," 
supported by governments, the World Bink, private corporations and 
foundations, with a sufficient endowment to produce the annual income to sustain 
these programs indefinitely. 

Finally, in a few weeks, in a few weeks I will introduce, on behalf of my 
government, a resolution in the United Nations that calls on all states to support 
negotiations for a ban, and to take unilateral steps such as those I have suggested. 
This goes farther than previous resolutions, and deserves broad support. We 
need to work together to encourage governments that are here to cosponsor. 

These are ambitious goals, but with over 40 nations supporting an immediate ban., 
there is no excuse. As Jody Williams of the International Campaign to Ban 
Landmines said so eloquently yesterday, it is time for governments to put policy 
into practice. Let us remember Chris Moon, and Ken Rutherford and Cerry 
White, and the other landmine survivors here. It is they who remind us why 
are here, and of the humanitarian urgency of this task. 

I want to close by again expressing my gratitude to the Canadian government for 
holding this conference. The fact that so many pro-ban nations are here should 
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encourage all of us. But while it is fine to hold conferences and negotiations in 
beautiful cities like Geneva and Ottawa and Washington, perhaps next time we 
should put the negotiating table in the middle of a minefield in Cambodia. And 
we can tell the officials whose job it is to negotiate a ban to walk out to the table, 
and if they have not banned landmines by the end of the first day, we will put the 
table in another field, and they can walk through it. How long do you think it 
would be before they had banned anti-personnel landines forever? 

Thank you very much. 
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I would like to pay tribute at the outset to the Canadian government and in particular to 
Foreim Minister Lloyd Axworthy for undertaking this important initiative to bring the 
international communitY together, for the first time, in pursuit of the total prohibition and 
elimination of anti-personnel landmines. This conference is invested with the aspirations of 
many tens of thousands of potential civilian victims who simply wish to live their lives without 
fear that the land which feeds them will kill or maim them. that the rains and strea.ms upon 
which they depend will carnr the seeds of unspeakable suffering, that a step too far will be the 
last. This is not too much for a human being to hope for: this is why thi conference can and 
must succeed. 

Every single day our doctors and nurses have to look into the eyes of children writhing in pain 
from a limb turned into a bloody tangle of blood, dirt, plastic bits, bone fragments and flesh. 
Eyes which ask us why, why, why?"; to which we have no coherent answer. Neither, so far, 
has the international communiw. 

Given its mandate to care for and protect the victims of war the International Committee of 
the Red Cross (ICRC) would have been negligent if it did not act. In our field work we have 
made intensive efforts to develop effective surgical techniques for mine victims and to expand 
prosthetic and rehabilitative care. In 1995 alone ICRC's 33 prosthetics programs fitted nearly 
8 thousand amputees and manufactured some 11 thousand prosthesis. Over the past decade 
we have treated over 30 thousand mine victims and cooperated with local and national medical 

personnel to assist many times that number. We are currently running mine awareness 

programs for civilian populations in six countries on four continents. 

In addition to its specific operational mandate as an impartial humanitarian organization in 
situations of armed conflict the ICRC is charged with the promotion and development of 
international hnmnitarian law. Based on our field experience we began consultations in 1992 
with military commpnders, diplomats, and legal and medical experts to develop a view of what 
could be done on the legal level. By early 1994 we were convinced that anti-personnel mines 
were too cheap, too small and too difficult to use according to the complex rules of the 1980 
UN Convention. At that point we publicly stated our view that these mines are an 
indiscnminte weapon and that the only effective solution would be an absolute prohibition on 
their production, transfer and use. My first high level political contact on this issue was here in 
Ottawa with the Honourable Prime Minister of Canada. Jean Chrétien. in May 1994. 

Anti-personnel mines must not be outlawed, but their use must also be stigmatized, so 
that whatever their understanding of the law combatants will choose not to use them because 

they are considered abhorrent to the societies in which they operate. Towards this end the 
ICRC, along with the entire Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement launched in 1995, for 
the first time in its history, an international media campaign seeking to stigmatize AP mines 
and call for their elimination. Global efforts to reach the public on this issue have been 
effective. A recent survey by the Gallup organization of public opinion in 21 countries, from 
both north and south, shows support for a total ban by 60 to 92 percent of these populations, 
including - I am glad to say - 73% of Canadians. 

Since 1994 the ICRC has had the privilege, in keeping with its mandate as guardian of the 
Geneva Conventions, to participate and contribute background documentation to the 

preparatory process and meetings of the Review Conference of the 1980 UN Convention on 
Certain Conventional Weapons. 



The ICRC warmly welcomed a number of improvements in the landmines Protocol including 
its extension to apply in both international and non-international armed conflicts, clear 
assignment of responsibility for mine clearance, requirements that the location of all mines be 
recorded, new protections for ICRC and other humanitarian workers and a requirement that 
States enact penal sanctions to punish serious violations of its provisions. 

Unfortunately, the new limitations on thej of anti-personnel mines, covering detectability 
and self-destruction of certain mines, are weak and overly complex. There is a danger that 
these provisions will not be implemented in the type of conflicts in which most recent use has 
occurred. Poorly trained or equipped forces may be unwilling or unable to abide by a complex 
set of rules or pay an increased price for seif-destructing mines. It is indeed appalling that 
parties are not required to implement even these minimal restrictions on use until 9 years after 
entry-into-force of the revised ProtocoL which means around 2007. By this time we expect 
that mines will have claimed well over 200,000 new victims - unless States do far more than is 
required by the law. 

We are therefore greatly encouraged that more than forty States have come to Ottawa reaây 
to do more; determined to go beyond what could be achieved by the lowest common 
denominator in a process of consensus and explore what be done in the name of 
himurnity, compassion and enlightened self-interest. 

It is our belief that the Ottawa plan of action towards the elimination of anti-personnel mines 
can build upon four conclusions which many States have accepted, explicitly or implicitly, in 

supporting a total ban: 

1. that States have a moral and humanitarian responsibility to protect their own populations 
and territories from the proven effects of anti-personnel mines; 

2. that these weapons are inherently indiscriminate; 

3. that, as agreed by a wide range of acting and former military commanders, the use of 
anti-personnel mines in accordance with law and doctrine is difficult, if not impossible, even 
for modern professional armies, and 

4. that the limited military utility of anti-personnel mines is far outweighed by their human, 
economic and social costs. 

In accepting these conclusions one is compelled to move beyond negotiation to independent 
action. The end of the landmines crisis can not await a globally negotiated consensus. Indeed, 
few, if any, emergencies of this scale have been resolved by consensus. The ICRC is convinced 
that leadership by like-minded governments, non-governmental bodies and the concerned 

public is now indispensable in ending the landmines crisis. Let me indicate the kind of steps we 
have m mind: 

I. National and Regional Initiatives - National governments and regional or sub-regional 
organizations can decide to eliminate anti-personnel mines from their own territories and thus 
contribute to a global solution. The twenty-five States which have renounced the use of 
anti-personnel mines and the eleven which are destroying their stockpiles have begun the 

process of chanzing State practice. \Vhen a critical mars of States have taken such steps a de 
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facto ban will have been achieved; a legal ban may follow as State practice changes. 

We welcome the resolution adopted in June by the Organisation of American States which 
called for the establishment of an "Anti-personnel Mine Free Zone in the Americas. A similar 
initiative of the Central American Parliament. in which national renunciation of AP mines is 
combined with increased assistance for mine-clearance and victim assistance could make 
Central America the first mine infested rethon to free itseLf from this scourge. 

In February 1996 the Council of Ministers of the Organisation of African Unity called on 
sub-regional organizations to launch initiatives fof the prohibition of AP mines in support of 
the OAU's previous commitment to a total ban. 

Although such action has not yet reached governmental level in Europe, 
the European Parliament, on 13 May, called on all Member States to unilaterally ban the 
production and use of AP mines and to destroy existing stocks. 

2. At the global Level the Ottawa conference must clearly signal the beginning of the end of 
anti-personnel mines. It can only do so by committing States present to a specific plan of 
concrete actions which they will take independently and encourage others to take. 
Renunciation of the use of anti-personnel mines by a specific early date and a permanent end 
to their production and transfer should be the ha11mirks of the Ottawa Group and an example 
for others to follow. Indeed many of the States present have already undertaken such 
commitments. In taking on such political commitments States of the Ottawa group will be in a 
stronger position to promote consideration of similar steps in resolutions of the UN General 

Assembly and regional fora. 

The Ottawa Group can also commit themselves to specific forms of political cooperation and 
material assistance among themselves, for instance in the destruction of existing mines and 
mine clearance activities. We hope this Group will launch a process of regular meetings which 
will review progress in implementing the Ottawa declaration and consider new means to 
promote a global ban. 

3. Although it is essential to continue building support for a future global legal ban on 

anti-personnel mines it is our view that it would be premature to begin new global 
negotiations for a ban before regional and political efforts, such as that being launched here, 
have a chance to mature. Given that recent negotiations by consensus on legal restraints 
produced only modest results the ICRC is concerned that new negotiations. particularly if 
conducted on the basis of consensus, would lead to further disillusionment with the 

negotiating process and could divert attention from national and regional decisions on how to 
achieve progress in particular geographic areas. In addition, there is a real danger that 
negotiations conducted exclusively in a disarmament context, as is now being considered, 
would quickly lose sight of the humanitarian ournose and humanitarian law basis of this 
exercise. 

4. Progress in international humanitarian law is the result of an ongoing dialogue between 
military imperatives and humanitarian concerns. The ICRC sought to launch an in-depth 
dialogue on the military utility of anti-personnel mines through the publication, in March 



1996, of a study by military commanders on the actual use and effectiveness of these weapons 
in 26 conflicts. The ICRC will seek in 1997 to broaden and deepen our dialogue on this issue 
with military officers and research institutes and would encourage efforts of others in the same 
direction. 

5. Currently onk'i a small proportion of mine victims have access to rehabilitation programs. 
Greatly expanded resources for emergency medical treatment and lifetime prosthetics 
care to victims are needed. National and international agencies must be encouraged to 
increase support for these essential efforts both through bilateral arrangements and through 
humanitarian agencies. 

6. In 1995 pledges announced for mine clearance amounted to around $100 million of the 
estimated $33 billion required to clear all currently emplaced mines. A massive and long-term 
international effort is needed if future generations are to be spared paying the price for todays 
l2ndmine legacy. Clearance efforts also need to be integrated into comprehensive national and 
regional efforts to ensure that new mines are not laid and that the needs of affected 

populations are addressed. 

In closing I would like to return to the human face of the Iandmines crisis. 

Much of the emphasis in efforts to ban anti-personnel mines has been on the fact, also stressed 

by the ICRC, that they injure combatants and civilians alike without discrimination. This focus 
on non-combatants is of great importance. However, it has stolen attention from another 

group of potential victims of war who are provided protection by international humanitarian 
law, namely, soldiers. 

Article 35 of Protocol I additional to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 re-states a 
long-standing customary rule of hum2nitarian law: "It is prohibited to employ weapons... .of a 
nature to cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering'. This rule is intended to protect 
combatants. It is understood to prohibit the infliction, by design, of more injury than is needed 
to take a soldier out of combat. 

If a person steps on a buried anti-personnel mine, his or her foot or leg is blown off. The force 
of the blast drives earth, grass, the vaporized mine case and portions of the victims shoe and 
foot upwards into the tissues of the other leg, buttocks, genitals, arms and sometimes the eyes. 
With those mines which have a larger volume of explosive, including some fragmentation 
mines, death may be inevitable. If the wounded person gets to a hospital with the necessary 
facilities and expertise (both of which are rare in mine affected countries) he or she will require 
several operations, will stay in hospital four weeks at least and will require a safe blood 
transfusion. Awaiting the survivor is permanent and severe disability with all the social, 
psychological and economic implications of being an amputee. Mines are gned to produce 
these effects. 

Would not most people. including soldiers, describe the effects of mines just mentioned as 

superfluous and excessive to the military need? 

The international response to the iandmines crisis, the recent prohibition of blinding laser 

weapons. the well established bans on chemical and biological arms. and indeed the whole 

history of humanitarian law are proof that humanity i. not impotent in the face of its worst 
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tendencies or the destructive uses of modem technology. Collectively the governments and 

organisations gathered here have the ability to ensure that anti-personnel landrnines disappear 
from large parts of the world: that children in war torn lands no longer have to fear the ground 
they tread upon. In the name of the victims we insist that Ottawa must mark a watershed in 

eradicating forever the piaue of anti-personnel mines. 
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ChECK AGAINST 

International Strategy Conference Ottawa, October 3-5, 1996 

Towards a Global Ban on Anti-Personnel Mines 

Statement 

by 

Ambassador Johan Molander, Sweden 



Mr. Chairman, 

Let me start by expressing my sincere gratitude to our hosts, the Canadian 

Government for this timely initiative. This conference will serve several important 

functions. It will fuirther galvanize our efforts towards a total ban on antipersonnel 

mines, and it will help developing our thinking on how to find solutions to the 

landmine crisis. Canada continues a good tradition. In particular, I feel indebted to the 

Canadian delegation for its valuable and in some instances decisive contributions to the 

successftil outcome of the CCW Review Conference. 

Mr. Chairman, 

It is gratiFying to see how quickly the international community has moved on the 

landmine issue Only two years have lapsed since Sweden - as the first country 

formally proposed a total ban on antipersonnel mines. This occurred in August 1994, 

during the initial stages of the review of the Convention on Certain Conventional 

Weapons. At that time, the Swedish proposal was met by many Governments with 

scepticism and even surprise. According to the conventional wisdom of 1994, 

antipersonnel mines were an integral and legitimate element of most armed forces. A 

total ban was totally unrealistic. 

Today, some 50 countries have stated their support for an immediate total ban, and 
- 

the number continues to increase. 

The growing support for a total ban could not be reflected in the amended Landmine 

Protocol of the CCW. As a result, when the negotiations were concluded in Geneva in 

May, the outcome was dismissed by many observers as a failure. The new Landmine 

Protocol was described as an inadequate compromise. 

I emphatically disagree. 
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It is the best univcrsailv acceptable landmine régime that we are going to get for a 

foreseeable future. 

Adherence to it and implementation of it are of paramount importance until such a day 

when all States accept a total ban and all antipersonnel mines are destroyed. 

Secondly, the amended Protocol - if implemented - will make a major humanitarian 

difference. Let me list a few of our results from the Review Conference: 

an extension of the scope of application to cover internal conflicts. This constitutes 

a breakthrough in the development of international humanitarian law; 

a prohibition to use non-detectable antipersonnel mines, as well as remotely 

delivered antipersonnel mines that do not self-destruct and self-deactivate: 

a prohibition to transfer these two types of mine, with immediate effect as of 3 May 

1996; 

a prohibition of anti-sensing devices on all kinds of mine; 

an obligation to impose individual penal sanctions on persons who violate the 

material provisions of the Protocol. Thus, violations of the Landmine Protocol will 

basically be treated as war crimes; 

a considerable strenthening of the rules to protect peace-keeping and other forces 

and missions of the UN as well as humanitarian missions and missions of the ICRC, 

from the effects of landmines; 

a strennthening of the general restrictions on the use of all types of mine, 

particularly regarding marking and recording; the new Protocol also lays down a 

strict responsibility on the mine-laying party, either to clear or to maintain mine- 

fields that it has emplaced; 
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as the amended Protocol enters into force. 

These provisions are important. 

If respected, they will save lives. 

They break new ground in the development of humanitarian law. 

Thirdly, the amended Protocol can serve as a stepping stone towards an ultimately 

global ban. It will, through its annual meetings, provide a forum for all States to 

discuss the landmine issue. These meetings will also serve to prepare frirther Review 

Conferences. 

I sincerely hope that all States present here will, as a very minimum, ratif' the 

Convention, its amended Protocol H and its new Protocol IV, within a year. I also 

hope that the present group of countries will take on the commitment to promote 

worldwide ratication of the CCW and its Protocols. 

I a.m thus convinced of the paramount importance of the CCW to reduce and alleviate 

future landmine tragedies. 

I am equally convinced that there is only one fully effective solution to the landmine 

problem - a comprehensive ban on antipersonnel mineS. 

How do we et there? 

What can we do on the road to our goal? 

Firstly, and o'bviouslv, increase our efforts in demining, mine clearance and victim 

rehabilitation. 

Secondly, and of pivotal importance, curtail the availability of antipersonnel mines 

worldwide. The few producing countries which have not yet declared a moratorium on 

exports must be convinced, at the very least, to keep this particular commodity at 

home. 

But inoratona are not enough. 
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Even the illegal black market must be eliminated. It shoutd be posstb(e. [he vojurne- 

profit ratio in iandmine trade cannot be high. If risk is increased that trade wiil cease. 

Thirdly, I believe that think-tanks such as the International Institute for Strategic 

Studies, SIPRI, or the Common Security Forum could contribute in different ways, for 

example by tracking production and trade, and analysing the military utility of 

landmines. V 

The ICRC has laid the groundwork for such studies. 

Fourthiv, rec.ional and national measures are important. 

In Central America. a regional agreement to ban antipersonnel mines was signed in 

June. This concept of "mine-free zones" is worth pursuing in other regions, especially 

if a link is made between disarmament and mine clearance. It is only logical that 

countries receiving funds for mine-clearance should make every effort to prevent 

renewed deployment of mines, and should get rid of their stocks. 

The Organization of American States and the European Parliament have called upon 

member countries to ban antipersonnel mines. Unilateral bans can prompt other 

countries to rethink their landmine policies. They illustrate our opprobrium of a 

weapon which we, upon reflection, feel is inherently indiscriminate. 

My own Government, a few weeks ago, took the step of complementing the Swedish 

call for a global ban with a unilateral ban on all antipersonnel mines. 

However useful all such measures may be - we still need a treaty. 

A treaty banning antipersonnel mines would capitalize on the present groundswell of 

suppor-z. 

It would serve to hold countries to their commitments. 

It would be a rallying-point for further support. 
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weapofls. thereby contrihutmg to the development of customary law 

It would be a vehicle for preventing transfers and increasing transparency. 

A treaty banning antipersonnel mines will not be universal - if we want it within a 

foreseeable ftzture. And I think we want it now. 

It will still be meaningftil if only one single potential mine-user - mine-abuser adheres 

and if it attracts broad and representative participation. 

I submit it will. 

There has been quite some discussion about the choice of a negotiating forum. But the 

choice ala forum is not the main issue. 

The main issue remains a comprehensive ban on antipersonnel mines in legally binding 

form. 

And our urgency to arrive at just that. 

This is what should influence our choice of forum -. not the other way round. 

What should this treaty look like? 

The treaty must, of course, recognize the universal character of the CCW but, at the 

same time, provide a legal framework for those of us who want to commit themselves 

even further. 

It should be comprehensive: it should ban the use, production, transfer and stockpiling 

of antipersonnel mines. 

It should set a strict time-frame for the destruction of current stockpiles. 

It should provide transparency regarding stockpiles and destruction. 

It should envisage a simple fact-finding procedure for alleged-use 

situations.Veriflcation measures beyond that would be doomed to failure and only 

discourage adherence. 

I am certain this treaty could be quickly drafted. 
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We know the staggering figures. 

The thousands and thousands of victims. The mothers, the children. 

The thousands of acres of fertile soil - rendered useless. 

The refugees - unable to return. 

The forbidding cost of mine clearance, human as well as financial. 

We have heard it so many times, in so many conferences. 

As if by repeating the horrors in figures, we try to distance ourselves from the human 

tragedies they are meant to describe. 

The pain, the hopelessness, the utter absurdity of all this suffering. 

We know, that nothing we do, can undo the death and mutilation which has already 

been sown, and which will reap its harvest of victims, one by one, day by day, year 

after year. 

But we can reverse the trend. 

if adherence to a new treaty will bring in one or two countries, where antipersonnel 

mine warfare could break out in the ftiture, or countries in conflict areas where mines 

have been abused and stocks still exist - our effort will be worth its while. 

I hope and trust that this meeting will help to turn the tide. 

Thank you Mr Chairman 
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Towards a Global Ban on Anti-Personnel Mines 

Declaration of the Ottawa Conference 

Following consultations with relevant international agencies, international 
organizations and non-governmental organizations, the states represented at the 
Ottawa conference, the "Ottawa Group", have agreed to enhance cooperation and 
coordination of efforts on the basis of the following concerns and goals with 
respect to anti-personnel mines: 

1. a recognition that the extreme humanitarian and socio-economic costs 
associated with the use of anti-personnel mines requires urgent action on the part 
of the international community to ban and eliminate this type of weapon. 

2. a conviction that until such a ban is achieved, states must work to 
encourage universal adherence to the prohibitions or restrictions on anti-personnel 
mines as contained in the amended Protocol II of the Convention on Certain 
Conventional Weapons. 

3. an affirmation of the need to convince mine affected states to halt all new 
deployments of anti-personnel mines to ensure the effectiveness and efficiency of 
mine-clearance operations. 

4. a recognition that the international community must provide significantly 
greater resources to mine-awareness programs, mine-clearance operations and 
victim assistance. 

5. a commitment to work together to ensure 

- the earliest possible conclusion of a legally-binding international 
agreement to ban anti-personnel mines; 

- progressive reductions in new deployments of anti-personnel mines with 
the urgent objective of halting all new deployments of anti-personnel mines; 

- support for an UNGA 51 resolution calling upon member states, inter 
alia, to implement national moratoria, bans or other restrictions, particularly 
on the operational use and transfer of anti-personnel mines at the earliest 
possible date; 

- regional and sub-regional activities in support of a global ban on anti- 

personnel mines: and, 

- a follow-on conference hosted by Belgium in June 1 997 to review the 
progress of the international community in achieving a global ban on anti- 
personnel mines. 

AS OF 12:00 05OCT96 



TOWARDS A GLOBAL BAN ON 
ANTI-PERSONNEL MINES 

International Strategy Conference 
Ottawa, October 3-5, 1996 

CHAIRMAN'S AGENDA FOR ACTION ON 
ANTI-PERSONNEL (AP) MiNES 

Participants in the Ottawa Conference have re-affirmed their 
commitment to seek the earliest possible conclusion of a legally binding 
agreement to ban the production, stockpiling, transfer and use of Anti- 
Personnel (AP) mines. This agreement will be achieved most rapidly 
through increased cooperation within the international community. 

The purpose of the Ottawa Conference was to catalyze practical 
efforts to move toward a ban and create partnerships between states, 
international organizations and agencies and non-governmental 
organizations essential to building the necessary political will to achieve 
a global ban on AP mines. 

The following Agenda for Action captures the dynamism of the 
discussions in Ottawa, the recognition that movement toward a global 
ban has already begun and details concrete activities to be undertaken 
by the international community - on an immediate and urgent basis - to 
build upon the Ottawa Declaration and to move this process ahead in 
preparation for the follow-up meeting which will be hosted by Belgium 
in 1997. 

This Agenda for Action reflects the interrelationship of the global ban, 
mine clearance and victim assistance agendas. It highlights the need to 
reach out beyond the already committed to engage the broader 
international community in the global ban effort. It also recognises 
that action must be taken at the global, regional, sub-regional and 
national levels to achieve a rapid global ban on AP mines. 
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A. Global Action 

Building the necessary political will for a new legally-binding 
international agreement banning AP mines will require more nations to 
adopt national bans or moratoria on the production, stockpiling, use 
and transfer of AP mines. Nations which are not AP mine producers 
should also consider adopting bans on the imports of AP mines. 

These actions will also have the effect of reducing the total number of 
new deployments of AP mines - deployments which would create new 
victims and increase the costs of mine clearance operations. 

Global actions suggested by participants in this conference include: 

1. The passage of an UNGA 51 Resolution promoting an international 
agreement to ban AP mines. 

Recognising that a key vehicle for building international support for a 

global ban will be the development of overwhelming support for the 
resolution being proposed by the United States at the current 
session of the General Assembly, the following activities were 
identified as key opportunities to develop political support for the 
resolution: 

* 'potential co-sponsors' meeting - 1 0 October, New York 
(4 pm, UN Conference Room 9) 

* Inter-Parliamentary Union Meeting at the UN - 22 October 

* Parliamentarians for Global Action - Annual General Meeting, 
October, New York 

* Landmine Panel, NGO Committee on Disarmament, 24 October, 
New York 

* Work in regional or sub-regional groupings, as well as 

bilaterally, to build support for tre resolution 
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2. Building public awareness and political will for a global AP mine ban. 

Building increased public awareness of the social, economic and human 
costs of AP mines is essential to develop and sustain the necessary 
political will for a global AP mine ban. Opportunities for building 
political will and public awareness include: 

* Launch of the Machel Study in response to Resolution 
AIRESI48I1 57 of the 48th session of UNGA on the Impact of 
Armed Conflict (and Land Mines) on Children, New York at the 
UN and by Archbishop Tutu in South Africa - 11 November, 1996 

* Adoption of the Machel Report by the UNGA and 
implementation of its recommendations 

* Reports on progress in the development of national AP mines 
pokicies in national reporting on the implementation of the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child to the Geneva-based 
Committee on the Rights of the Child 

* Engaging military experts in the study of the military 
utility/humanitarian costs of AP mine use 

* Adding the AP mine issue to the agenda of appropriate United 
Nations fora 

3. Encourage rapid entry into force and universal adherence to the 
prohibitions and restrictions on AP mines as contained in the amended 
Protocol II of the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons. 

4. Increased exchanges of information and data on AP mines and 
national AP mine policies to build the confidence and transparency 
necessary for rapid progress towards a global AP mine ban, including: 

* The development and publication of a global data-base on 
national AP mine policies (to be circulated by Canada in the fall of 
1996) 
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* Studies by experts on the international production and legal and 
illicit trade of AP mines 

5. To lay the necessary groundwork for a legally binding international 
agreement to ban AP mines, Austria will produce a first draft and 
Canada will produce a possible framework for the verification of such 
an agreement. 

6. Suggested follow-up conferences to the Ottawa Conference include: 

* 
Belgium, June 1997 

* Norway, Germany, Switzerland 

B. Regional Action 

Actions at the sub-regional and regional levels will be instrumental in 
catalyzing the development of political will for a global ban on AP 
mines. To build upon the recent decision by the Central American 
Council of Ministers for Foreign Affairs to ban the production, use and 
trade in AP mines - thus creating the world's first regional AP mine-free 
zone - participants in the Conference suggested the following actions: 

Increased funding for mine clearance and victim assistance for those 
regions and sub-regions which have taken concrete steps to create "AP 
mine-free zones't. 

Within Africa: 

* Efforts to enhance the de-mining capacities of African countries 
with priority given to heavily mine-affected countries. This will 
include a Conference of African Experts in Demining and 
Assistance to Victims of Landmines (1997) 

* Meetings to engage military/national security experts on AP 
mines issues at the sub-regional level - including an ICRC seminar 
in Southern Africa (1997) 
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* 4th )CBL Conference on Landmines: Toward a Mine-Free 
[Southerni Africa Feb 25-28, 1997 Maputo, Mozambique 

* Work towards the implementation of the three-part program of 
the Union Inter-african des drafts de l'homme 

Within Asia: 

* 
Meetings to engage military/national security experts on AP 

mines issues at the sub-regional level - including a planned 
ICRC/Philippines seminar (proposed for the first half of 1 997) 

* ICBL Conference, 1998 

* Work toward consideration of AP mine issues within the ARF 
framework, including an ARF intersessional meeting on Demining 
for UN Peacekeepers, to be held in New Zealand in March/April 
1997 

Within the Americas: 

* Defence Ministerial of the Americas, Bariloche, Argentina, 
October 6-9 -- seek support for follow-up to the OAS resolution 
on "The Western Hemisphere as an Antipersonnel Land Mine-free 
Zone" 

* Special meeting at the end of October or early November 1996 
of the Organization of American States' Committee on 
Hemispheric Security to promote implementation of OAS General 
Assembly Resolution "The Western Hemisphere as an Anti- 
personnel Land Mine-Free Zone" including: 

- information exchanges on national AP mine policies 

- provision of information to establish a hemispheric AP 
mine registry 

* Regional ICBL Conference - Fall 1 997 
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* Possible discussion in the Rio Group on AP mines under the 
topic of conventional arms control 

* Meetings to engage military authorities on AP mines issues at 
the regional and sub-regional Level 

* Include anti-personnel land mines trade in discussions on illicit 
traffic in arms - 

* Encourage development of CBM regimes to replace AP mines in 
border areas. 

Within Europe: 

* Implementation by the European Union (EU) of the joint 
action on AP mines adopted by the EU on 1 October 1 996, in 
which the EU clearly asserts its determination to pursue the total 
elim.ination of AP mines. To this end: 

- the EU will pursue efforts to ensure full implementation 
of the results of the Review Conference of the 1 980 
Convention on the one hand, and support for international 
efforts to ban AP mines on the other hand; 

- the EU is committed to the goal of the total elimination of 
AP mines and shall work actively towards the achievement 
at the earliest possible date of an effective international 
agreement to ban these weapons worldwide; 

- the EU shall seek to raise without delay the issue of a total 
ban in the most appropriate international forum; 

- the Member States of the EU shall implement a common 
moratorium on the export of all AP mines to all destinations 
and shall refrain from issuing new licences for the transfer 
of technology to enable the manufacture of AP mines in 
third countries; 
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- EU Member States shall endeavour to implement national 
restrictions or bans additional to those contained in Protocol 
II of the CCW Convention; 

- the EU will reinforce its contribution to international mine 
clearance. A budget of 7 million ECU is to be provided for 
initiatives to be launched in the period up to the end of 
1997, in the form of contributions to the UN Voluntary 
Trust Fund for assistance in mine clearance and/or specific 
EU actions providing assistance f or mine clearance in 
response to the request of a regional organisation or a third 
country's authorities. In addition, the Commission of the 
European Communities intends to continue the Community's 
support for activity in the field of mine clearance in the 
context of humanitarian aid, reconstruction and 
development cooperation. 

* The EU will invite the Associate countries of Central and 
Eastern Europe, the Associate countries Cyprus and Malta and 
the EFTA countries members of the European Economic Area to 
align themselves with initiatives taken in pursuit of the aims of its 
joint action. 

* Support will be sought within the OSCE for participating States 
to work towards a ban on all AP mines as soon as possible. 

* In addition, other European countries 

- have taken concrete steps in terms of destroying their 
stocks of AP mines or have made decisions to do so within 
a specific timeframe, 

- are introducing national legal regulations prohibiting 
exports and imports of AP mines and their components, 

- are strengthening their capacity to carry out demining 
a cti viti es, 
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- are making contributions to strengthen the ability of the 
UN to initiate and coordinate demining activities in other 
regions, and 

- in the field of developing demining technology, Norway 
has started a pilot mine clearance programme in the former 
Yugoslavia utilizing a new mechanical mine clearance 
machine 

C. Land Mine Clearance, Mine Awareness and Victim Assistance 

Delegates highlighted the need to take special action to deal with the 
humanitarian crisis caused by AP mines, while recognizing that without 
a ban, mine clearance and victim assistance programs will always be 
insufficient to deal with the crisis. 

In this regard, in addition to the announcement of many states of 
increased financial commitments to clearance, awareness and 
assistance efforts, the following specific initiatives and ideas were 
discussed to foster international technical cooperation and to make 
further progress to improve and share mine clearance technology, 
equipment and expertise; to improve mine awareness efforts and to 
enhance victim assistance programmes. These initiatives include: 

* Meeting of Technical Experts on De-mining Technology in 

preparation for the Tokyo meeting - Germany, early 1997 

* Development of Canadian capacities in humanitarian demining 
and assistance to victims - Winnipeg, Canada - early 1 997 

* Demining and victim assistance - Tokyo, March 1 997 

* Cooperation on victim assistance (Canada-Mexico and Cuban, 
South African offer of their expertise) 

* Increased international cooperation in AP mine stockpile 
destruction 

8 



* Efforts to develop standard procedures for mines awareness 
education 

* Include consideration of humanitarian mine clearance within 
peace accords 

* Strengthening the efforts by Central America to achieve a 

land-mine free zone by the year 2000 

* Establishment of a centre at James Madison University to act 
as a database to assist in coordinating international demining 
efforts 

* Submission by the Presidency of the European Union of an 
UNGA 51 Resolution on assistance with mine clearance 

In addition to the above, a number of countries indicated that 
other events are being planned and that appropriate details will soon be 

forthcoming. 

FINAL VERSION OTTAWA CONFERENCE DOC./1 05OCT96 13:30 PM 
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Good afternoon and congratulations on what I understand was a very 
productive meeting. 

The Ottawa Declaration is a strong and clear call for urgent action 
toward a global ban. This declaration is now the common vision and 
collective commitment of 50 countries, numerous NGOs [non- 
governmental organizations and international agencies representing a 
wide and important cross section of the world's peoples. The action 
plan you have developed demonstrates that we are willing to go beyond 
grand statements of principle and that we- are now ready to take 
concrete steps. I particularly welcome the fact that the plan is 
comprehensive in scope. We will all be going to the United Nations 
to ensure that a resolution is passed, with as many supporters as 
possible, to add to the momentum. We will continue our efforts in 
de—mining and victim assistance. I point again to Canada's upcoming 
conference in Winnipeg on these issues, the meeting of technical 
experts on de-mining to be held in Germany, and the very important 
conference to be hosted by Japan in March. The meeting that Belgium 
has agreed to host in June to follow up on our work will be another 
important milestone. Germany, Norway and Switzerland have also 
indicated their readiness to take a lead role in moving our work 
forward. 

What this forum has also made clear to me is that we now have the 
necessary momentum to move forward. You have identified an agenda, 
and you have discussed a clear process to a ban. The states around 
this table and elsewhere in the world community who share our goal 
can make this a powerful global force if we are prepared to channel 
it. 

I am proud that you consider this meeting to have been a success, 
even an historic one. I believe, like many of you, that the time has 
come to go further. 

I am convinced that we cannot wait for a universal treaty. I am 
convinced that we can start now, even though we may have to proceed 
with a treaty that does not, in the first instance, include all of 
the states of the world. Such a treaty can be a powerful force that 
establishes the moral norm — that the production, use, stockpiling 
and transfer of anti-personnel mines is to be banned forever. And I 

believe it will have a broad-based range of adherents. Making it 
universal will be the ongoing challenge for each of us. 

And so Mr. Chairman, I have one final point to add to your action 
plan. That point comes in the form of both an invitation and a 
challenge. The challenge is to see a treaty signed no later than the 
end of 1997. In the coming days, I will be writing to your ministers 
and to others not represented here to seek their views on how we can 
move ahead together. I will tell them that if the will is there, 
Canada is prepared to convene a meeting in December 1997 to sign such 
a treaty. 

The challenge is to the governments assembled here to put our 
rhetoric into action. Indeed, we know that several of you, like 
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Austria, have already started work on a treaty. Canaaa wants to work 
with you and to sign a treaty with those countries that are genuinely 
committed to this cause, whatever the number: 50, 70, or 100. 

The challene is also to the International Campaign to ensure that 
governments around the world are prepared to work with us to ensure 
that a treaty is developed and signed next year. This is not far- 
fetched. You are largely responsible for.our being here today. The 
same effective arguments you used to get us here must now be put to 
work to get foreign ministers here to sign the treaty. 

And so, today, I commit Canada to this goal, to work with our global 
partners to prepare a treaty that can be signed by December 1997 and 
implemented by the year 2000. I invite and challenge all of you to 
join with us to attain that goal. 

As many of you have noted, such a treaty need not be complex. It is 
at its core a simple matter. We cannot allow negotiations to fall 
into traditional habits and approaches. These are not strategic 
offensive weapons. Anti-personnel mines are essentially defensive. 
That is why this is not a traditional arms-control negotiation. It 
is a humanitarian issue. These weapons kill daily. 

We will work to elaborate a text of such a treaty with any and every 
other like-minded country. All of the events and opportunities 
identified in the action plan can complement these efforts. We are 
prepared to begin work now, to be ready to discuss a text the next 
time we meet in Belgium, and to finalize that text later in the year 
in Canada. The Secretary-General of the United Nations, Mr. Boutros 
Boutros-Ghali, phoned this morning. When he learned the outcome of 
the conference and my invitation to sign in Canada in December 1997 a 
treaty banning anti-personnel mines, he expressed his full support. 

I am convinced that the real possibility of a treaty by a fixed date — not some far-off hope for an agreement at some date in an uncertain 
future — will exploit the unprecedented momentum that we now enjoy, 
and will make it easier for countries to take the necessary national 
decisions that will make our group larger. It will make our movement 
stronger and the chances of success better. 

Ladies and gentlemen, we have a straightforward choice. We can, as 
Senator Leahy said, remove 100 million mines, "an arm and a leg at a 
time." Or we can act. There is momentum, there is political 
commitment, and, most importantly, the peoples of the world support 
what we are trying to do. 

For all of these reasons, we believe that a global ban is within our 
reach. Each of us can reach out together, as Mr. Lewis has said, to 
"civilize the human condition." Much work needs to be done, but my 
country will do everything it can and will work with all of you so 
that we can return here in 1997 to make our common goal a reality. 



Closing Statement to the Ottawa Conference 
5 October 1996 

delivered by Jody Williams. VVAF 
Coordinator. ICBL 

Minister Axworthv. I am speaking on behalf of the International Campaign to Ban 
Landmines, the coalition of more than 650 non-governmental organizations in over three 
dozen nations, which has called for the total elimination of AP mines since 1992 as well 
as for greatly increased resources for humanitarian mine clearance, mine awareness, and 
victim assistance programs. When we began this Campaign, our call for a comprehensive 
international ban was considered utopian. 

This conference in Ottawa is the clear sign of the sea-change in the international attitude 
toward removing the scourge of AP mines from the world. Our goal -- the complete 
elimination of AP mines-- is now clearly an attainable goal. There will be a ban when 
countries take up Minister Axworthy's challenge to sign a treaty here in Ottawa next 
December. 

Many countries have taken impressive steps unilaterally --critical elements in the 
movement toward a ban. But the Campaign believes that this first pro-ban conference 
convened under the visionary leadership of Canada is the most important step so far in 
the effort to rid the world of this inherently indiscriminate weapon that kills or maims a 
man, woman or child every twenty minutes. This conference in Ottawa has undeniably 
accelerated progress toward a ban. The day on which we can claim victory on behalf of 
the millions of people around the world who must live in the midst of landmines is 

drawing nearer. 

In our opening statement to this conference, the International Campaign to Ban 
Landmines issued the challenge to the world community to achieve the goal of no 

production, trade or use of antipersonnel mines before the year 2000. With the leadership 
shown by the Canadian government, we believe that it is possible to achieve the goal of a 
ban before the year 2000 -- Canada's just announced willingness to hold a treaty 
conference in December of 1997 offers that promise to the world. And the International 

Campaign to Ban Landmines will do its part to fulfill that promise. 

In our opening statement, we also called for a partnership of states that have already taken 
meaningful unilateral steps to work with the ICBL. ICRC and UN agencies to fulfill a 
concrete action plan issuing from this Conference that will lead the world to the ban. 
This conference has issued such a plan and the Campaign will work in partnership with 

pro-ban nations that have taken meaningful national steps toward a ban, the ICRC and 
UN agencies to ensure that the Agenda for Action issued from Ottawa will result in a 
treaty before the year 2000. 



The ICBL also would like to issue a renewed challenge. We challenge those countries 
that have called for a ban to put their words into action. Nice words are no longer 
enough. It is no longer enough for nations to say they want to see an immediate ban, it is 
time to implement national policies to ban the use, production. trade and stockpiling of 
AP mines. We challenge countries to do so with the utmost urgency so that they can 
return to Ottawa in December 1997 as full partners in the preparation of a treaty that will 
ban AP mines -- the only possible solution to the global humanitarian crisis of Iandmine 
contamination. 

On behalf of the International Campaign to Ban Landmines, I would like to thank 
Minister Axworthy and the Government of Canada for being willing to take the risk of 
stepping outside of conventional processes to move the world meaningfully toward the 
total elimination of antipersonnel landmines. 

While it is civil society that has pressed for a ban of AP mines, such a ban can only be 
achieved through government action. Governments have had to make difficult decisions 
in taking unilateral steps to ban landmines. Change is not easy. Not for individuals and 
probably even less so for governments. 

But we are here today because a critical mass of governments has had the courage to def' 
convention and make change. Because countries like Austria, Belgium, Norway, 
Germany, the Philippines, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Sweden and Switzerland have 

unilaterally banned AP mines. Because many other countries have taken steps to suspend 
or ban mine use, trade andlor production. And because others have gone so far as to 
destroy their stocks. 

While often civil society is at odds with government, in this case many governments have 
had the courage to respond to the cry of the world to ban AP mines. And Canada has 
taken it one step further. It has had the courage to bring countries together. To call the 
question. To ensure that the momentum to ban AP mines will not abate. In our view, 
Minister Axworthy, it was a decision of vision. A decision of leadership -- both to call 
this meeting and to offer to host the treaty signing conference in December 1997. For 
that -- for your leadership and for your vision -- the International Campaign to Ban 
Landmines thanks you. As we are sure the millions around the world who live with 
landmines would also thank you if they had the opportunity to step out of the minefield 
and be here with us at this historic moment in Ottawa. 

Thank you. Minister Axworthv. 

Thank you. 



October 5, 1996 No. 183 

CANADA OFFERS TO HOST TREATY CONFERENCE TO 
SiGN BAN ON ANTI-PERSONNEL MINES 

Foreign Affairs Minister Lloyd Axworthy today announced that he has 
invited government representatives at a major strategy conference on 
anti-personnel CAP) mines in Ottawa to confer with their foreign 
ministers on the possibility of attending an AP mines ban treaty-signing 
conference to be hosted by Canada in December 1997. 
1TOver the last few days, representatives of 70 goverr=ents, non- 
governmental fga ti&f, arid multilateral agencies, and private 
citizens, have told us that this gathering has added greatly to the 
momentum to ban AP mines," said Minister Axworthy. "1f the will is 
there, and we believe it is, we are offering to host sri mine ban 
treaty-signing conference in December 1997 as a sign of our commitment to 
the ban." 

The Minister noted that the Ottawa Conference had brought together a wide 
range of participants. "We have all been struck by the dedication and 
dynamism brought to the discussions by those whose lives have been 
directly affected by AP mines. They have reminded us that the issue of 
AP mines is one of human, not military, security. Their compelling 
stories challenge our sense of collective responsibility to eliminate 
these terrible weapons.." 

The Ottawa conference concluded with the adoption of the "Ottawa 
Declaration" and a Chairman's "Agenda for Action," which lists a number 
of global, regional and. national activities designed to advance a global 

- ban on A? mines. - - 

To begin, the consensus reached iii Ottawa will contribute directly to a 
resolution promoting an international agreement to ban AP mines at the 
51st Session of the United Nations General Assembly. Other events listed 
include a meeting of the Organization of Junerican States (OAS) at the end 
of October and a conference on developing Canadian capacities in de— 
mining and providing humanitarian assistance to victims, to be held in 
Winnipeg early next year. As well, there will be a Fourth International 
Conference on Land Mines, to be held in Maputo, Mozambique, February 
1997, and a meeting on improving P mine clearance technology in Tokyo in 
March 1997. Belgium will host a follow-up to the Ottawa conference in 
June 1997. 
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Press Statement 

international Campaign to Ban Landmines Statement 
Closing Press Conference. Ottawa Conference 
5 October 1996 

by Jody Williams. Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation. 
Coordinator. ICBL 

I am speaking on behalf of the International Campaign to Ban Landmines. the 
coalition of more than 650 non-governmental organizations in over three dozen 
nations, which has called for the total elimination of AP mines since 1992 as well 
as for greatly increased resources for humanitarian mine clearance, mine 
awareness, and victim assistance programs. When we began this Campaign, our 
call for a comprehensive international ban was considered utopian. 

This conference in Ottawa is the clear sign of the sea-change in the international 
attitude toward removing the scourge of AP mines from the world. Our goal -- 
the complete elimination of AP mines -- is now clearly an attainable goal. There 
will be a ban, it is only a question of when. The impressive number of 
governments here in Ottawa for the past three days -- almost as many as 

participated in the CCW review -- is a sure indicator of this new reality. 

Many countries have taken impressive steps unilaterally -- critical elements in the 
movement toward a ban. But the Campaign believes that this first pro-ban 
conference convened under the visionary leadership of Canada is the most 

important step so far in the effort to rid the world of this inherently 
indiscriminate weapon that kills or maims a man, woman or child every twenty 
minutes. This conference in Ottawa has undeniably accelerated progress toward 
a ban. The day on which we can claim victory on behalf of the millions of 
people around the world who must live in the midst of landmines is drawing 
nearer. 
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In our opening statement to this conference, the International Campaign to Ban 
Landmines issued the challenge to the world community to achieve the goal of 
no production, trade or use of antipersonnel mines before the year 2000 With the 
leadership shown by the Canadian government, we believe that it is possible to 
achieve the goal of a ban before the year 2000 -- Canadas just announced 

willingness to hold a treaty conference in December or' 1997 offers that promise 
to the world. And the International Campaign to Ban Landmines will do its part 
to fulfill that promise. 

In our opening statement, we also called for a partnership of states that have 

already taken meaningful unilateral steps to work with the ICBL, ICRC and UN 
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agencies to fulfill a concrete action plan issuing from this Conference that will 
lead the world to the ban. This conference has issued such a plan and the 
Campaign will work in partnership with pro-ban nations that have taken 
meaningful national steps toward a ban, the ICRC and UN agencies to ensure 
that the Agenda for Action issued from Ottawa will result in a treaty before the 
year 2000. 

I would end now with a renewed challenge. We challenge those countries that 
have called for a ban to put their words into action. It is no longer enough for 
nations to say they want to see an immediate ban, it is time to implement national 
policies to ban the use, production, trade and stockpiles of AP mines. We 

challenge countries to do so with the utmost urgency so that they can return to 
Ottawa in December 1997 as full partners in the preparation of a treaty that will 
ban AP mines -- the only possible solution to the global humanitarian crisis of 
landmine contamination. 

And a final thank you to the Government of Canada for being willing to take the 
risk of stepping outside of conventional processes to move the world 

meaningfully toward the total elimination of antipersonnel landmines. 

While it is civil society that has pressed for a ban of AP mines, such a ban can 

only be achieved through government action. Governments have had to make 
difficult decisions in taking unilateral steps to ban landmines. Change is not easy. 
Not for individuals and probably even less so for governments. 

But we are here today because a critical mass of governments has had the 

courage to defy convention and make change. Because countries like Belgium. 
Norway, Germany, the Philippines, Sweden and Switzerland have unilaterally 
banned AP mines. Because many other countries have taken steps to suspend 
or ban mine use, trade and/or production. And because others have gone so far 
as to destroy their stocks. 

While often the civil society is at odds with government, in this case many 
governments have had the courage to respond to the cry of the world to ban .AP 

mines. And Canada has taken it one step further. It has had the courage to call 
countries together. To call the question. To ensure that the momentum to ban 
AP mines will not abate. In our view, it was a decision of vision. A decision of 
leadership. For that, the International Campaign to Ban Landmines thanks you. 
As we are sure the millions who live with landmines would also thank you if the 
had the opportunity to step out of the minefield. 
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— Chris MikuIi. Cit,z 'ri 
/4s part of a Living with Liidmins simulation at the experimenti farm, students from St. 
Raymonds school clear a minefield using only small breadknives the same way peasants in war 
torn countries would have to. A three-day international landmines conference began Tuesday in 
Ottawa. 



EDMONTON JOURNAL 

Canada will reduce its stockpileS • of anti-personnel mines to 30,000 
from 90,000 to encourage other • countries to ban them. 

• The announcement Wednesday 
by Defence Minister David Cot- 
lenette came as 300 representatives 
from 70 countries gathered for a 
conference on mines, estimated to 

• maim and kill 26,000 peopie every 
• year worldwide. 

Canada announced a moratorium 
on the use, production and export of 
aritA-personriel mines in January. At 
that time, Ottawa insisted it needed 
remaining stockpiles for training. 

The announcements do not 
include the production and use of 
anti-tank mines. 

'By immediately removing two- 
thirds of our stocks, Canada has sent 
a powerful message to the world 
that we are committed to the eradi- 
catIon of these weapons" Col- 
lenette said at a thsplay of the 

• weapons at the National War 
• Museum. 
• Ho also announced that seven 
Canadian Forces mine experts will 
spend anothersix months inCambo- • diii to help clear land-mines left • over from the civil war.. 

The coference Is the first time 
countries1 prepared to work for a 
ban have met to draw up a strate', 
said Peter Herby, a legal expert 
with the International Committee of 
the Red Cross. 

"We're quIte hopeful this should 
mark a turning point." 

Canada is the 12th country Ic 
announce it will reduce stockpiles. Of the 11 ether countries, five are 
destroying aU anti-personnel mines. 
Another four will keep what they 
need for training. The United States 
and the Unitec.i Kingdom will 

Oc/ 3i' 

reduce stockpilea. 
Momentum for a ban comes alter 

a Ked Cross commissioned study 
found the humanitarian cost far out- 
weighs the rnfittw utility of the 
weapons. The study was backed b 
retired Maj.-Gen. Lewis MacKenzie. 

MacKenzie said Wednesday he is 
"extremely happy" with Collenette's 
announcement. 

"Two-thirds Is something to brag 
about and it appeases the folks in 
National Defence Headquarters 
who 'still see these, quite under- 
standably, as a useftil weapon if 
we're asked to go somewhere like 
the (Persian) Gulf," he said. 

MacKenzie says Canada can use 
its position as the 'eternal compro- 
miser" to press other countries into 
a ban. 

"Now that we're starting to be one 
of the most siii1icant nations to 
destroy (stockpiles), I think that is 
very, very significant." • Reform MI' Keith Martin, a doctor 
who worked with mine victims in 
Mozambique, says Canada is being 
hypocritical. 

"We're rather cowardly and dlsin- 
genuous saying on one hand we 
think the world should have a bun 
on land-mines, but we won't do the 
same thing unless everybody else 
does,' he said. 

The conference runs irntil Satur- 
day and Includes discussions from 
experts such as Stephen Lewis, 
executive director of UNICEF. 

har cuts coming 
In andmine reserves 
Canada 1 2th country' to reduce stockpile 

"DIANNE RINEHART 
The Canadian Press 41We're rather cowardly and 

Ottzwa disingenuous saying on one 
hand we think the world 
should have a ban on land- 
mines, but we won't do the 
same thing unless 
everybody else does." 

— Refom MP Keith Martin 
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Global ban on land mines proposed 
Axworth' hopes agreement to rid world of untended weapons can be in place by 2000 
tL\' IIIIIILIIA\' (Ai\Il'l.I II 

'1tit (lobe and Miil 
()'f'fAWA F'ol'eigil A Ii. us Min- 
ister Llo d \xwortll vs lie is 
hopeful that a global i ci t wnt to 
ban anti-personnel land i IEUCS will 
be in place by the till-li lie (NI 1- 

tory. 
ft1i'. \'.vui-tliy saul I I-eu has 

heen 'enormous flit)! il(,lltUni" 
vithin the i nterna t i((isi I ofluifl U- 

lity in r(u(;tllt niontho 1(1 1 lie 
world (IF the I l0—liiìlIiui luid 
nines left over Irouli Vuu ui lu Coil— 
theta arid to stop the 1(lOii(0tll)ll ot 
((OW ones 

"l'ni (j(utP ol(Lilluist i. ii this 
((lint that this S an a billable 

goal, hut it doesn't ilai un by it- 
self,' Mu' A xwortliy tokl it 
after opening a (anaiulan-spoui- 
soi'e(I tIll'(s'-(lay internal .ncut Coil 
terence on aiuti-persni I - (I hOld 
nines. "It's iong to hat1 Ii tt' an 

enormous effort by ci ml 1 coun- 
tries and a lot of Pluol)l ( 

The challenge to inil u neiit a 
I lobal ban was issued -stei-ihiy 
by Chris Moon, who as a worker 
for a British humanitat-lu 1 organi- 
zation lost his right hand and part 
of his right leg in a land III11III cx. 
i dosion in Mozarnl th pie I ; (lion tl is 
ego. 

St;iktiii (l)j t('l(;lhl of the hliter- 
natiuniai Campaign to Han Land 
Mines, a coalition itt 650 flOli-gOV- 
en 110(11 tat organ o;itiOflS in tree 
(11)/en con it nios, Mr. Moon noted 
that t lie nut uber of ci nintries sup- 
mu ii ig' a bait has riSen to tI ue 47 

pal-I ii ipat lug in tht Ottawa coiiter- 
entiu I nOifl 1-I a year ago. 

''1110 Wi)ll(l is calling hum- a lien,' 
lie saul, '''h'lieie will be a bati, it is 
0111 y a (p lestion of w lien,'' 

Mi'. A xtvi tt'lhy said he, too, has 
i(SICIII(1 the SultiSi (:ullcuIUS loll. 

"I WOI lid suggest that the trend 
is twetty clear,' lit? said in his 
0(elIiuig a' Idress lii i'eliresentatives 
of noii'e than '10 states, intel-na- 

101 Ott 0Ol)ClOS 1(1(1 11(11)-govern. 
nwiilal agencies. 

''Can we sustain and Iiuilil this 
11(1)1011 [tin)? I I iehie'e we can, I be- 
lieve we ilI'e I (llllhy 00 0111' way to 
a bali -- 

(oiinti-ies WIute liiting tip (lull-tog 
yiuSl ei'day's Opening session, like 
students eager to impress their 

teacher on the lirsi day of school, 
to support the elimination of a 
W(sil)()ll that kills or maims 5(10 

pcl))lJ' 11)1)51 ly ci 'i liens - every 
week, 

F'oi- exanitile, "l'c(llCe aiid ltily 

annot t need simmiilai- i neasuu'es 1)) 

stop producing, using and export- 
ing land mines and to begin elimi- 
natmg their arsenals of the 
weapon. The fact that both coun- 
tries have been major Producers (if 
land mines in the past added clout 

to their commitments, 
The United States, on the other 

hand, stuck with a four-month-old 
policy —- ancient history in this 
fast-evolving policy area —- that 
qualifies its own support of a 
global ban. 'l'he US. goveriirnuuiit 
is continuing to reserve the right 
to use anti-personnel land mines 
in the demilitarized zone between 
North and South Korea and also 
to continue LI) 050 mines with a 
limited lifespan. 

The United States will be a 
sponsor of a resolution at the 
United Nations next month calling 
for support for a global land-mine 
ban. lInt its position in Ottawa 
tills week may be critical to ally 
hopes that a ban will be in place 
by 2000. 'l'hero are unsubstantiated 
rumours that the United States is 
opposed to any timetable. 

US. Senator Patrick Leaimy, a 
congressional leader against land 
mines, said his government's posi- 
tion, first articulated by President 

13111 Clinton last May, is a vast iiii- 
provement over what it was, but 
that it still falls short of his exl)eC- 
tations. 

"It' tile most poweu'Fu I I lOtion (Ill 
cat-tb can't say unequivocally we 
do not need to use land mines' it is 
difficult to get other countries to 
do that," Sen. I ,eahy said. 

One country that will 110011 t(i be 
bought on boai'ul is China, which 
has made as many OS a dozen dii-- 
brent types of land mines, includ- 
ing the ubiquitous - with 20 trill- 
lion deployed -- $3 plastic 'll)e 
72A mine that is virtually undetec- 
table, China has no rel)rcsenta- 
tives at the Ottawa coimfom-euce. 

Mr. Axworthy said if the tIN 
m esolution calling for a bami is 
passed, many countries will "have 
to decide which side of the ledger 
they'i-e oil," 

Sun, Leahiy ad nii ttuJ( I lie is Pt!)- 
plexed about devising a strategy 
to bring China ott side on the land- 
mine issue and on other htiniaii- 
iights issues. He said the exaniple 
ot' other non-Westei-n countries 
supporting the ban would have an 
effect on China, "1 hope for the 
best from China," he added. 

But even as delegates struggled 
with the fine points of devisrng a 

liii' a tttbat 1,111, 

W0S Utli Vel•Sl ii i n'aise br Cam mada 's 
initiative to 1101(1 this c inference 
iii the wake (if tti.a))((intirig P1(1- 
gm ss within traditional I IN ol-gail 
izat toils. 

rglli, ,leps I ticit ( ,tiiadui 
taken at the national and regional 
levels - ni id now internal ii nal ly by 
coiiVeilillg tlii:; iiieetiiig, have 
served as cOnci'i-lO exampti ui It) 
other tcuvcntinleuits Mr. Muii 
Si) ill, 

'Y'ateuitcuy, hiiuie,liuu 11)1 Iuiti:i'n,i 
(ii (nal (0-operation I'h'i're I'ctti 
glow 101 iounced Canaila WIll con - 
tribute an aililitkunal $2-i iiillkti to 
alit iii -teai big latitl niint's ill luoiiii- 

ti'i('S u;uieli as ( anitlodia md Mu 
z;inlblqmme, ( ;uiadi has spool $6 
mimillioii iii such liiutjit yes since 

1 )t.1 

In IIuEI, till' tIN 511(1 $61 ml 
Ill ii till unuilu! (-lea!'iilg aiiul aware 
III1SS pm grains, biil the IWObleill (II 
iiiitiis has (;OiltlliiiL'th 1(1 Woi'St'ii. 

Accou'dmg to eslinialmus, it. would 
Cost $2(X)-l)ihli( In t(t $3110 biilioti 11) 

clear all mines wom-hiwide. in 1935, 
as many as 2.5 million mines were 
haiti with ttiiiy iifl)ltt 100,00)) uo- 
unwell [10111 tIle l3'OUII(l in the il-I 
countries in IvIl Ic Ii they rum touitul, 
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U.S. shuns 
deadline 
for ban 

on mines 
Alternative weapon 
not developed yet 

BY MURRAY CAMPBELL 
The Globe and Mail 

OTFAWA — The United States refused 
to commit itself yesterday to securing 
a global ban on antipersonnel land 
mines by the turn of the century. 

Thomas McNamara, the head of the 
U.S. delegation at an international 
strategy conference on the land-mine 
issue, said his government does not be- 
lieve that setting a deadline is the best 
way to achieve a ban. 

We are not prepared at this point to 
set a certain or fixed date for these p0- 
sitions. Mr. McNamara, an assistant 
seeretary of state, said at a news con- 
fereice. "Our position is that we do it 
as soon as possible" 

But he rejected the suggestion that 
the United States does not have a tar- 
get date for ridding the world of the 
110 million land mines left over from 
various conflicts and for stopping the 
production of new ones. 

"We do have a target — it's as soon 
as possible," he said. 

The challenge to implement a global 
ban by 2000 was issued on Thursday 
by a non-governmental organization. 
the International Campaign to Ban 
I .aMmires 

Foreign Affairs Minister Lloyd Ax- 

worthy said he is optimistic that a ban 
can be secured by that time, and it is 

I believed that other countries want to 
have a timetable spelled out in a decla- 
ration issued when the Ottawa confer- 
ence ends today. 

Establishing a timetable is seen by 
antimine activists as essential in main- 
taining the momentum on an issue 
that has zoomed to the top of the pnor- 

I ity list in dozens of countries in the 
past few years. 

These nations have responded to 
lobbying by non-governmental orgam- 
zations that has highlighted the dev- 
astating impact on civilians of land 
mines ieft behind in fields after van- 
ous conflicts. An estimated 500 peooie 
a week are killed or maimed ov lana 
mines. 

umber of nations enlisting in th ort. spearheaded in recent 
mon by Canada. to do something about what a United Nations official called 'an ath-ont to the human con- science" has been growing quickjy, A year ago. 14 countries supported the idea of a total land-mine ban, but nearly 50 countries have come to Ot- tawa pledwing support for the policy. 
Yesterday, Iran and Bolivia were the latest to sign on. 

The United States is sponsor of a 
UN resolution to be debated next 
month that would urge a ban on the 
use, stockpiling, production and export of antinersonnel mines. 

But it became clear yesterday that the United States will not join some of its North Atlantic 'fl-eaty Organization allies, notably Germany, in imposing a total unilateral moratorium on land- mine use. 
Mr. McNamara, reiterating a policy announced in May by President Bill 

Clinton said the United States is com- 
mitted to a land-mine ban, but it re- 
serves the right to deploy certain types of these weapons in the Korean pezün sula or if U.S. lives were at risk In mili- 
tary hostilities anywhere. 

Another U.S. official, Karl Inder- 
furth. said the government's position is a "work in progress" that wouidbe 
improved. Mr. McNam-a said the con- 
cern now is that an immediate total 
ban would hinder the effectiveness of the U.S. military, 

Stephen Goose, an official with the 
U.S. Campaign to Ban Landmines, said 
he was disappointed but not surprised over the US. stand. He said the major- ity opinion in the Pentagon is clearly still opposed to an early deadline for a ba 

He noted that domestic political con- 
siderations — that Mr. Clinton wants 
to be seen as a supporter of the mill- 
taly— might have played a part in for- 
mulating a policy that sets no timeta- ble for a ban. "We think a goal without a tune frame is not a goal." 

Other U.S. commentators have 
noted that the insistence on using the 
dernilitarizeci zone between North and South Korea as an exception sends a 
message to other countries with tense 
borders — India and Pakistan, Ecua- 
dor and Peru, or Israel and Syria, for 
example— to follow suit. 

The Pentagon Initially wanted to de- 
clarethat the United States would re- 
riounce the use of antipersonnel land 
mines by 2010, by which time lethal al- 
ternatives would be available. In their 
orIginal use, land mines have been de- 
ployed to protect a country's troops 
from attack and chaimei the 
movements of enemy soldiers. 

Mr. McNamara said yesterday that 
intense efforts are under way to find 
alternatives, including, improbably 
enough, sticky foam, as quickly as pos- 
sible. 

In April, however, a group of retired 
senior U.S. officers, including Norman 
Schwarzkopf, signed an open letter to 
Mr. Clinton in which they argued that 
antipersonnel mines are not essential 
to the military. 'Banning them would 
not undermine the military effective- 
ness or safety of our forces. they 
Wrote. 66 



10/05 2153 Fifty nations support land mine ban 

OTTAWA, Oct. 5 (UPI) -- Fifty countries threw their support behind a declaration calling 
for an international ban on the manufacture and use of anti-personnel land mines, as a 
three-day conference on the weapons ended in Ottawa on Saturday. 

Canadian Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy told the 300 delegates at the closing session 
that Canada was prepared to host another conference in December 1997 to sign a 
international ban treaty. 

Some 110 million land mines, planted during recent wars, are still in place in several 

countries, posing a serious threat to thousands of civilians across the globe. Axworthy 
told the delegates the 70 countries attending the conference had the "straightforward 
choice" of either removing "100 million mines an arm and leg at a time,' as U.S. Sen. 
Patrick Leahy, D-Ver., expressed it, "or we can act now to sign a treaty" to do it more 

quickly, effectively and humanely. 

Axworthy said he would shortly be writing to the 70 governments represented at the 
conference, as well as other nations not represented, to seek their views on how all 
nations around the globe can move ahead together to ban the weapons. 

The 50 countries that had already thrown their support behind a declaration calling for an 
international ban want it to be implemented by the year 2000, he said. Several countries, 
including Austria "have already started to work on such a treaty," Axworthy said. 

Axworthy said follow-up moves to the Ottawa conference included a meeting of technical 
land mine experts, scheduled to be held in Germany, an international conference to be 
hosted by Japan in March, and a meeting in Belgium in June. "Germany, Norway and 
Switzerland have already indicated their readiness to take a lead role in moving work 
forward and keeping the momentum under way," he said. 

Cambodia and Iran, which attended the Ottawa conference as observers, crossed the floor 
to become full participants in support of an international ban. 

By SIDNEY HICKS 

Copyright 1996 
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'ihe Ottata Sun 
Sunday, October 6, 1996 

lilly catinhties yesterday arl qth 'd a 
leclaration calling for the earliest po;- 
;ihle agreement on a global ban ott an 
9-personnel land mines. 

'the declaration doesn't neithi it a 
timetable for a global ban but F'ottrigu 
Minister Lloyd Axwor'thy said Catia- 
da was willing to host a treaty-signing 
cititlerence in December 1907 'as a 

sign of mu' eouuuinilunent to he ban.'' 
"1 am convinced that we can start 

now, even though we may have to pro- 
ceed with a treaty that does not, in the 
first instance, include all the states of 
the world," Axworthy said in wrilten 
1)11's peeclu coin men ts. 

''Such a treaty can he a powerhil 
It ace It tat establishes the moral norm 

• that the production, use, stockpiling 
and transfer of anti-personnel mines 
is to be banned forever." 

There are an estimated 110 million 
anti-personnel land mines buried in 
70 countries, which kill or main about 
26,000 people a yeau; mainly civilians. 

The three-day conference ended 
yesterday with adoption of the So- 

lInt Itussia ,lithut'l iguu I lie clt'i'lara 
tion and China didn't even attend the 
conference. 

On Friday, the head of the I J.S. dcl 
egation to the conference said the 
IJuited States is committed to a ban 
but would Contiit lie It) USC the Weaf)- 
OUS liii til a ii hut eu-na html agreel nen 
can he reach cr1. — CP 

page 6S• . - 
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World moves closer to banning land mines 
called Ottawa Declaration, a set of 
general principles including a coin- 
niitment to work toward "the earliest 
possible conclusion of a legally binding 
international agreement to ban anti- 
personnel mines," 

Among those agreeing to the pu'in- 
ciples were the U.S., Britain, France, 
Japan, Germany and Iran. 
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Canada will 
offer treaty 
on Iandmrnes 
by next year 

By CRAIG TURNER 
SPECIALTO TUE STAR 

OITAWA — Canada said yesterday 
it-wili put. forward an international 

treaty to ban landinines by the year 
2000 and invite other nations to sign it 
here next year. 

The initiative was announced by Ca- 
nadian Foreign Minister Uoyd Axwor- 
thy at the end of a three-day confer- 
ence on landmines attended by 
representatives of 70 nations in the Ca- 
nadian capitaL 

Axworthy acted after the participat- 
ing governments failed to agree on a 
date for enforcing a ban. Nearly 50 
countries have endorsed banning. 
mines, but there are serious differenc- 
es over how extensive the prohibition 
should be and whether there should be 
any exemptions. 

The United States opposed a dead- 
line for enacting a treaty, and U.S. offi- 
cials reacted cautiously to Axworthy's 
initiative. 

"We're not.prepared to set a date, 
but we are prepared to start work mi- 
mediately on an international agree- 
ment to ban landmines. If this can take 
place within that time frame and if our 
concerns can be met, we'll be very sup- 
portive," said Karl F. rnderftirth, the 
deputy U.S. ambassador to the United 
Nations and a member of the Amen- 
can delegation here. 

The Clinton administration has 
placed a moratorium on the export of 
mines, has begun destroying 3 million 
mines in the U.S. stockpile and is 
sponsoring a U.N. resolution calling 
for a worldwide ban. But the United 
States wants the Demilitarized Zone 
between North and South Korea to be 
exempt from any ban on the grounds 
that mines are needed to protect South 
Korea from attack. 

LOS ANGELES T]MES 
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OTTAWA, Ontario (AP) -- Fifty countries agreed to support drafting a global ban on 
anti-personnel land mines, wrapping up a three-day conference aimed at ultimately 
halting their production. trade and use. 

The conference, attended by representatives of more than 60 countries and dozens of non- 

governmental groups, ended Saturday with the adoption of the so-called Ottawa 
Declaration. 

The declaration is a set of general principles that includes a commitment to work toward 
"the earliest possible conclusion of a legally binding international agreement to ban anti- 

personnel mines." 

Among those agreeing to the principles were the United States. Britain, France, Japan, 
Germany and Iran. Russia didn't sign the declaration and China didn't attend the 
conference. 

On Friday, the head of the U.S. delegation to the conference, Thomas McNamara, said 
the United States is committed to a ban but would continue to use the weapons until an 
international agreement could be reached. 

He said a call by the International Campaign to Ban Land Mines to stop using the devices 

by the year 2000 was unrealistic. 

The International Red Cross, a leader in the campaign against land mines, hailed the 
conference's actions as signaling "the beginning of the end of the global epidemic of anti- 

personnel land mines." 

Cornelio Sommaruga, president of the International Red Cross, issued a statement from 
Geneva saying the entire Red Cross movement "warmly welcomes the historic political 
commitments undertaken by 50 countries in the Ottawa declaration." 

"We leave this Ottawa conference with the confidence that the unspeakable suffering of 
mine victims has finally touched the conscience of leaders of governments." Sommaruga 
said. 

An estimated 110 million mines are buried in more than 60 countries. Nations with the 
worst problems include Cambodia. Angola. Afghanistan. Mozambique. Iraq, Kuwait. 
Sudan, Somalia and Bosnia. 

Separate from the Ottawa Declaration, the conference agreed on a follow-up meeting to 
be hosted by Belgium in June 1997 to review progress toward a treaty ban. 

Copyright 1996 The Associated Press. The information contained in the AP 
news report may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or otherwise 
distributed without prior written authority of The Associated Press. 
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Axworthy sets land-mine treaty date 
Surprise IflOVC challenges countries that are reluctant to endorse timetable on bannmg the explosives 
liv MURRAY CAMI'IIEII. 

Tlit, Globe and hull 
)'l'I'.\\VA I0)reign Alfairs Mat- 

Istir l,Ioyil Axwortliy has side- 

stepp il traditional diphiniacy and 
cliallit ied other countries to sign 
a IF at y text year that would ban 
ai tIi itistinnel land mines. 

Axwor thy Surprised cli,- 

gait' .1 an intet-national Utitler- 

Cliii I cii Ity annOunCing on Sat— 
v I ha I ( anada Will convene 

riot ti - F ffl(i'tliig iii D(Ciflflh(r of 
1997 Iii -oticititle a pact to furled 
the Ni, liroiluct Oil ui export iii 
linI juliuS. 

'Iii' tiuexpuulu'il lliui','e WitS 1 iii- 
1 ;iIli'iige lit the Uiiited States 

to iii VI sal cuther countries that 
hay ii 1115(11 ((I t,nulttrse a tjoila- 
bk iii ltiilt'iIriitlt, the (l(iuiity 

if lie I IS. d(tligtltiiill, ud 
itoni tiately atler Mr. Axworthys 
an eu ii iiilTl(flt that the United 
Shut; is flit pparoi1 to u?t a tar- 
get ii tIe tar a ban. 

Mr. Axwoithy said he decihuuI 
to in uduce unilaterally a timeta- 
tile liw a global ban when it be- 
Caine clear the titomentum on the 
issue would be lost if the Ottawa 
conk cuce ended with no target 
(late. A treaty signed next year 

old conic' him effii:t by 20(a) 'If you don't give yourself a 
standard to measure, you don't 
make progress," tie told reporters. 
You can bury it under rules and 

all kinds of (IISCUSSIOUS. 

lie was hailed by antinline ac- 

tivists and by niany delegates, par- 
ticularly those teplesenting lIOfl- 
governmental organizations, who 
gave hint a standing ovation and 
praised hiiti for his leadership. 

'You had the courage to call the 
qiii?stioii,' said lady Williams, co- 
ordinator of the International 
Campaign to hair I anilinines. 

This is a very, very big forward 
skit for liii immanil y," added Chris 
Mooim, who lost his right hand and 
part of his tight leg 18 months ago 
while ileaiittg i (lines tar a Biittsli 
humanitarian oItanivatim to iii Mo- 
'/ahmll)iqmle. 

I tilt not eve;y 1:011 dry at the 
i-uintei cnce seetmiemi set to respond 
to Canada's challenge. 

Fifty countries atteimded the Ot- 
tawa gathering, called by Canada 
when it became clear in the spring 
that the traditional United Na- 
tions instil titions were not respon- 
ding quickly to the Item-ce lobbying 
of non-govci-imnietttal antimine 

190111)5 that have siitiiiit till iii 
three dozen countries in tIme past 
live years. 

Moi-e than lOt) million timid 
mines hill over front various con- 
flicts remain in the soil of 64 coun- 
tries, and more than two million 
ate added every year. Aluotit 500 
people a week — mostly civilians 
- - are killed or maimed by nmines. 

All the countries at time confer- 
diCe had to pledge the,nsi:lves to 
the ultimate goal of a global hart 
on antipersonnel mines. Russia, 
which has used mines iii Chech- 
nyu, attended as an oluservor, 
while China, Irat i and Israel 
stayed away. 

But many coittiti-its Wi old limit 

have sent delegations to Ottawa if 
II icy lid ieveil the Iii tat direiat'al kiii 
was going to include a t itnetahile 
For establishing a global ban. 

'l'he United States iii p't id ilar 
supports a ban and is sponsoring a 
resolution to that effect in the UN 
next month, but it has resisted set- 
ting an implementation tImetable. 

In addition, President Bill Clin- 
ton has reserved the right of the 
U.S. military to deploy mines in 
the Korean peninsula untmh it is 
satisfied that lethal alternatives 

exist ni that hostilities tictwei,n 
North and Sooth Korea have less- 
ened. 

Mr. lndei-toi-l Ii said the I Initial 
States was not told in advance of 
Canada's move, but, in the best 
traditions of dipli imacy, lie dk I not 
give any hint that it might iii, i-on- 
sidered grandstanding. 

"Clearly all of us attemmilitig this 
conference feel strongly about the 
subject, anti this initiative 11111 on 
the table by the Canadian l"oreiglm 
Minister is (InC that we will look 
at," he said. 

"We want to begin these Iligeti 
ations right away, sit that is hot 
inconsistent with saying how last 
they can 1)0 coimclitded.' 

However, lie said, l)oiceinluu'r it 
1997 "nitty Ito °l itintist ic. 

Mr Axwoithy ilecideol on a 
get date during a meeting (in l"ri- 
day night with Foreign Affairs of- 
ficIals, who argued that there was 
a "critical mass" of countries that 
would support Canada. 

What became clear during tIme 
conference was that there was an 
Impatience to get going by an 
awful lot of participants," said Ca- 
nadian diplomat Ralph Lysyshyn, 
who chaired the meeting. 

In i Sls:i't:hm that o:ituchouk'il thmt 

iu,nfertnce, Mr. Axwortlmy went 
beyond time generalities of the 
agenda far action agreed i tpon tiy 
the diptoniats. He sttid he fell lie 
had Iii act or ieoiile would leave 
Ottawa thtitikimig that nothing had 
lueen none. 

"'('he challenge is to thu gutvei'lt- 
hmiolits assernimled here to put ow- 
rhetoric into action," he told the 
comnfeiemice. '-We have, a St taight- 
forwai-d choice. We can move 
lOt) million mines an in-lit and a 
leg it a time, or we Cliii act. 

ahiadtt will lie launching a it flirt hlIS to persuade coon tries 
to smid their toreign ministei-s tim 

Ottawa in I-I ntoimtlts. Aim i utosi ni 
fohlolV-hlp i neethi mg to the Ottawa 
atlmiiin oh thot p. st few ilay, is 
scheduled foi' Belgium next Jiiia' 

A chm'alt treaty l)ro(lliced by Aims 

I ia wou hi likely provide the 
framework lor the himm, amid Mr. 
Axworthy said Canada would deal 
with any natiou that wished to at- 
tend. 

tie said it was too early to eon 
sioler whether treaty would 
allow the US, to deploy land 
mines imi tli delmmilitarized zone in 
Korea 



RESOLUTION 

COUNCIL OF CENTRAL AMERICAN FOREIGN MINISTERS 

Concerned about the existence of vast areas of Central America 

planted with antipersonnel landmines, which have affected and 
continue to affect the civilian population living in or traveling 
through these areas; 

Noting that antipersonnel landmines are contrary to International 

Humanitarian Law and in violation of its basic principles; 

Considering that the task of demining should be part of a political 
decision directly involving governments, civil society and affected 
communities in the region; 

Recalling the Resolution of the Central American Parliament No. 

AP/2-LX-96 on demining and deactivation of other explosive devices; 

Taking into account the Resolutions on "Support for Demining in 
Central America" and "The Central American Continent, Antipersonnel 
Landmine-Free Zone," adopted by the Organization of American 
States' XXVI General Assembly in Panama; 

Mindful of the recommendations approved at the "Regional Seminar on 
Antipersonnel Landmines, Demining and Rehabilitation," organized by 
the International Cotrnittee of the Red Cross under the auspices of 
the Ministry of Foreign Relations of Nicaragua; 

Considering also the important work undertaken by the [Central 
American] Security Commission on this matter; 

RESOLVES: 

1. To constitute the region as an Antipersonnel Landmine-Free Zone, 
in which the production, acquisition, transfer and use of 
antipersonnel landmines is prohibited and sanctioned. 

2. To initiate the necessary constitutional procedures for rapid 
ratification of all countries in the region to the 1980 United 
Nations Convention on Prohibitions and Restrictions on the Use of 
Certain Conventional Weapons and its protocols. 
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3. To call upon extraregional governments that have not already 
done so to undertake similar initiatives, with the objective of 

avoiding new victims of these excessively injurious and 

indiscrimiate weapons. 

4. T& reiterate its call for the international coimnunity to 

continue to provide its decisive and invaluable cooperation in 

demining e-fforts in Central America. 

5. To oefer its full support to the "Stop Landtnines" campaign of 
the International Committee of the Red Cross. 

Signed in Guatemala City on September 12, 1996. 

Ernesto Leal Sanchez Eduardo Stein Barillas 
Minister of Foreign Relations Minister of Foreign 
of the Republic of Nicaragua Relations of the Republic 

of Guatemala 

Delmer Urbizo Panting Fernando Naranjo Villalobos 
Minister of Foreign Relations Minister of Foreign 
of the Republic of Honduras Relations of the Republic 

of Costa Rica 

Ramon Gonzalez Giner Alejandro Ferrer 
Minister of Foreiqn Relations Minister in Charge of 
of the Republic of El Salvador Foreign Relations of the 

Republic of Panama 



Text of U.S.- Proposed UNGA Resolution 

AN INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENT TO BAN ANTI-PERSONNEL LANDMINES 

The General Assembly, 

Recalling with satisfaction its resolutions 48/75 K of 16 
December 1993, 49/75 D of December 15, 1994 and 50/70 0 of 
12 December 1995, in which it, inter alia, urged States to 
implement moratoria on the export of anti—personnel 
landrnines, 

Also recalling with satisfaction its resolutions 49/75 D 
and 50/70 0,1n which it, inter alia, established asa 
goal of the international community the eventual 
elimination of anti—personnel landmines, 
Noting that, according to the 1995 report of the 
Secretary—General entitled Assistance in Mine Clearance, 
it is estimated that there are landmines in the 
ground in more than sixty countries throughout the world, 

Noting also that, according to the same report, the global 
landmine crisis continues to worsen as an estimated — 
new landrnines are laid each year, while only an estimated 

were cleared in 1995, 

Expressing deep concern that anti—personnel land—mines 
kill or maim hundreds of people every week, mostly 
innocent and defenseless civilians, obstruct economic 
development and reconstruction, inhibit the repatriation 
of refugees and the return of internally displaced 
persons, and have other severe consequences for years 
after emplacement, 

Gravely concerned about the suffering and casualties 
caused to non—combatants as a result of the proliferation, 
as well as the indiscriminate and irresponsible use, of 
anti—personnel landmines, 

Recalling with satisfaction its resolutions 48/7 of 19 
October 1993, 49/215 A of 23 December 1994 and 50/82 of 14 
December 1995 calling for assistance in mine clearance, 

Welcoming the recent decisions taken at the Review 
Conference of the States Parties to the Convention on 
Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain 
Conventional Weapons Which May be Deemed to be Excessively 
Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects, particularly 
with respect to the Convention's Protocol II, and 
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Believing that such measures are an essential part of the 
global effort to address problems caused by the 
proliferation, as well as the indiscriminate and 
irresponsible use, of anti—personnel landmines, 

Welcoming also the recent decisions taken by Staues to 
adopt various moratoria on the use, stockpiling, 
production, and transfer of anti—personnel landmines, and 
other efforts taken multilaterally as well, 

Recognizing the need to conclude an international 
agreement to ban all anti—personnel landmines as soon as 
possible, 

1. Urges States to begin work on an international 
agreement -to ban use, stockpiling, production, and 
transfer of anti—personnel landmines with a view- to 
completing the negotiation as soon as possible. 

2. Urges the widest possible accession to the Convention 
on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain 
Conventional Weapons Which May be Deemed to be Excessively 
Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects and Protocol 
II as amended on 3, May 1996, and urges all States 
immediately to comply to the fullest extent possible with 
the applicable rules of Protocol II as amended on 3 Ma 
1996, 

3. Welcomes the various oratoria already declared by 
States on anti—personnel landmines; 

4. Calls upon States that have not yet done so to declare 
and implement such moratoria, bans, or other restrictions 
—— particularly on operational use and transfer —— at the 
earliest date possible; 

5. Requests the Secretary—General to prepare a report on 
steps taken by Member States to implement such moratoria, 
bans, or other restrictions and to submit it to the 
General Assembly at its fifty—second session under the 
item entitled General and Complete Disarmament. 
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